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I'm breaking through 

I'm bending spoons 

I'm keeping flowers in full bloom 

I'm looking for answers 

From the great beyond... 
 
- REM, The Great Beyond  
 

 

 

 

For pictorial propositions which so emphatically declare their maker’s name, Clive 

Hodgson's paintings sail perilously close to impassive anonymity. Hodgson (b.1953), 

disillusioned by the figurative painting he’d been working with since the 1980’s, has for 

pretty much the last decade abandoned all ‘content’ or subject matter bar the continuity of 

date and signature [1-3.]. Almost all subject matter: on show at Arcade Gallery (London) until 

July are Hodgson’s still lifes, made in parallel with the abstract ‘signature’ works since 2006 

but previously un-shown.  
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On first glance the still lifes could seem just as blankly ‘anonymous’ as the signatures which 

identify them (as Hodgson’s and as ‘Hodgsons’). Their sometimes curiously neutral realism 

recalls that of Jean Helion’s return to illusionism in the 1950’s [5.], a certain chalky 

functionalism that simultaneously emphasizes and short-circuits the allegorical or symbolic 

nature of the objects depicted (we imagine them to be significant while/because the ‘style’ 

protests they are not). 

 

 Like signatures, simple still lifes are part of painting’s furniture: pictures of apples in 

modelled shadow, a signature bellow, are almost a cartoon idea of painting; are perhaps what 

people think of when they think ‘painting’. The still life from 2010 which promotes the 

Arcade show (it’s absent from the gallery presentation) [4.] certainly has a kind of strip 

cartoon feel: with its over-sized signature, floating central image surrounded by blankness, 

and hatched lines for shading (breaking with still prevalent taboos, Hodgson frequently treats 

the stretched canvas more like a sheet of drawing paper) it’s something like what happens 

when a famous cartoonist translates their work into paint, or is called on to make a single-

sheet museum, collector’s or demonstration piece. It reads C. Hodgson, but it could equally 

be C. Schulz.  
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A ‘signed’ cartoon is a familiar trope of the form, perhaps an essential one. It suggests 

pretentions to greatness or notoriety, popularity, respect, but also satirizes itself: the 

cartoonist is eminent, if only in the funny papers. The cartoonist’s signature is practically an 

implicit part of the punchline (a visual rimshot, it effectively says ‘The End’, only more 

dryly), while raising (in theory) the status of the ‘joke’ to something more profound, more 

art-like, helps it land (literally) with more ‘authority’. It co-opts fine art demarcations of 

reputation and providence in an ephemeral and popular form. Cartoonists sign their work 

more as one would sign-off an informal letter, a conversational, fourth-wall breaking, 

authorial intervention, as they occupy a space somewhere between disabused everyman and 

auteur, which is aligned with their sense of unfussy formal economy.  

 

   

 

The equal pathos or bathos of the signature, with its layered associations of skill, craft, 

quality, value, identification, finish, originality, posterity, mortality and (particularly) false or 

genuine modesty, goes right back to the origins of western oil painting. Jan van Eyck, unique 

amongst 15th century painters working in the Netherlands in that many of his canvases were 

signed (literally sating van Eyck was here [6.]), frequently included inscriptions which ran 

variants along the line of ‘As I Can’: possibly referring to the medieval literary practice of 

prefacing a work with an apologia, while also punning on his own name with the doubly 

conceited meaning of ‘as [only] I [Eyck] can’.  
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Hodgson’s signatures frequently prompt this kind of bathetic humour, the signature, in the 

abstract works at least, functioning as both setup and punchline, decorative squiggles and 

autograph flimsily propping one another up (we might think back to the many unstable 

arrangements of Chardin, the house-of-cards foundations at the heart of art and life’s 

pretentions). Content, such as it is, tends to loop back on itself in a Hodgson. Indeed, 

signatures and simple still lifes set up simultaneous indications towards and cancellations of 

‘meaning’ and ‘significance’. Names are perhaps the most limited of verbal propositions, and 

yet the signature is the key to Hodgson’s content (and to his complexity), while we are 

rightfully sceptical about the symbolic or metaphorical significance or potential in 2019 of 

apples, cups, books, tables, of whether we should take these things for what they are and for 

what they are only.  

 

 

 

Hodgson’s signatures continue to play a vital role in the reception, inferred tone, even 

character of the paintings. Sometimes the only hang-over from the abstract works, the only 

identifiers that they come from the same practice, the signatures bubble away thematically in 

even the most poker-faced of the still lifes…  
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The 2010 picture of apple, mug and pen is stylistically removed from the majority of the 

paintings on show at Arcade. Only two other pictures [ 7 ., 8.] (both also from 2010) repeat 

the strip-cartoon, centralized and spare composition more comfortably related to Hodgson’s 

abstract pieces. Similarly, it would also be misleading to treat the still lifes as pure caricature 

– they play with their own terms and conditions certainly, not to say their own sense of 

potential fatuousness, but share little of the nihilism of a Guston or a Pettibon, despite 

occasional formal similarities to those artists. The still lifes are frequently more worked, less 

economical and almost totally removed in colour, handling, sensibility and materiality from 

Hodgson’s more familiar oeuvre, yet there are numerous thematic links which open up and 

enliven one’s reading of the artist’s parallel lines of enquiry.  
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The signature’s numbed ability to carry meaning for example – numbed by repetition and 

familiarity, but also by its own sheer limitedness as a verbal proposition – is only reinforced 

by the still lifes. Apples, mugs, pens (the 21st century office worker’s version of a 

ploughman’s lunch) speak both to an older tradition of ‘studio’ still lifes (of near-at-hand 

drawing implements and objects), but equally to a sense of workplace ennui in their 

somnambulatory, doodled aesthetic. They come across as pictures made at the end of the day, 

or to try and get started. There is a lolling afternoon word-search or crossword-puzzle feel, of 

a mind looping, roaming, drumming its fingers, while the drawing, reading and writing 

accoutrements again invoke something of Guston’s insomniac studio pictures [ 10.]. Both 

artists tellingly depict open books as slabs and squiggles, text dots and dashes of 

indecipherable Morse [ 9 .].  
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There is a spinning-top or impromptu sun-dial quality to the plate, apple and seemingly 

levitating or balanced pen which also recalls Rene Daniels- the Belgian artist’s paintings of 

revolving LPs [11-13.], which in turn become constellations, planetary rings and satellites.  
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 Perhaps it’s not a stretch to see this as a further elaboration on the paintings’ prominent 

dates, Hodgson’s recurring thematic concerns of continuity, passing time, revolution, loops, 

cycles, sets, increments, cut-offs and markers. Mugs, paperbacks (propped open to mark the 

reader’s progress) and plastic bottles suggest extended break-taking, and further breaking the 

day up into lunch, tea/coffee break etc., while wrapped flowers [14.] carry associations with 

special occasions, are markers of significant events, anniversaries, or perhaps just 

spontaneous gestures to break the monotony, bring in some colour. A ‘romantic’ gesture, the 

flowers look to be cut-price supermarket, perhaps last-minute efforts, as yet to be properly 

placed or presented. They register with complexity, as things of urgency, spontaneity, whim, 

or perhaps apology; things offered when words fail. Along with the bottle and the 

paperbacks, the curtain-like form in the top right corner, they could be hospital gifts and 

provisions, things to pass the time, to recuperate and rejuvenate; or perhaps they are cheap 

because a regular purchase, a regular decorative practice. As placed next to the water bottle 

they are presented in the realm of necessity. It goes without saying that all this is entirely 

coherent with Hodgson’s wider body of work (see even the star shaped, discount price-tag 

stencils in the abstracts [15.]).  
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 The still lifes are also a kind of ‘break’ from the main project. Apples, cups, bottles, books – 

the literal paraphernalia of a ‘break’, yet equally types of objects common to the tradition of 

still life – are thematically linked with a sense of ‘genre’ as a place for pause, reflection, 

revitalization, even if in modest or humble terms, a resting place to take one’s bearings, 

whether for maker or viewer (Corot famously saw his portraits and figures, mostly un-shown 

during his lifetime, as a welcome and essential break from the landscapes, while Diderot 

compared the experience of pausing to look at a Chardin still life with that of a weary 

traveller who finds a shaded spot by a dusty road).  

 

Within Hodgson’s oeuvre, these objects and tokens speak eloquently of his own repetitions, 

routines, frustrations, boredoms and spur of the moment changes of pace or direction, while 

extending the abstracts’ concern with labelling and grouping, the counter continuities of 

slowly-changing date and never-changing name.  

 

Indeed, the still lifes form a hidden counter-continuity: the fact that they are all dated means 

that Hodgson aficionados can immediately identify which of the abstracts were made more or 

less within close proximity to them. Much of the time it seems the still lifes run at their own 

pace, evolving in their own way across spare moments across the years. As great as it is to 

see them collected together, it would perhaps be equally interesting to show them alongside 

the abstracts, so apparently disparate are paintings like figs. [16.] and [17.], both from 2017. 

(And yet the abstract has the look of a decorative teacup …Perhaps the artist wishes to avoid 

such assumed correspondences).  
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The repetitive nature of Hodgson’s works, and the sense of invention within the terms of 

these repetitions, speaks also of orientating one’s self within the sameness and difference of 

each passing day, week, year. Implied is a sense of routine; eat, drink, shop, remember; 

write-down, sign name, what month is this...the minor functions and mnemonics of the mind 

and body as they pass through the day. 
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 Hodgson’s pictures emphasize the shopping list quality of the objects depicted (Untitled 

(2017) practically has a corner shop window-label or café A-board feel [18.], yet with 

incongruous memento mori skull), laid out like groceries, provisions, offerings. Indeed, these 

pictures are close to Hélion in more ways than the neutrality/anonymity of their ‘style’. For 

Hélion, minor, everyday functions, rituals and provisions take on a mythic dimension, 

whether sacrificial, erotic, comic, tragic, etc. Yet at the same time they’re emphatically about 

the life of streets and rooms, life as it’s lived, objects with a history of meanings yet present, 

happening Now. Similarly, for both artists, the sense of the objects as the ‘world’ brought 

into the ante-chamber of the studio for study and scrutiny completes a thematic loop with the 

condition of the easel painting itself, as a portable artefact or sample brought from studio to 

gallery (in their studio still lifes, it’s as if both Hélion and Hodgson have just returned from a 

shop, an errand).  
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The space of the studio is ever present: as a place of activity, reflection, isolation 

(romantically so for Hélion, with his knowingly bohemian sky-lit lofts, lone figures playing 

instruments up among the rooftops [19-21.]) and of learning.  
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There is a slightly schoolish quality to Hodgson’s still lifes, with their desks and scissors, 

potted plants and tins [26.-27.], as if he’s been set an assignment to bring some objects in to 

paint (Hélion makes the notion of ‘study’ explicit by including multiple treatments of the 

subject within the one picture [22.-23.]). Oil-pastel-y and waxen, they perhaps distantly recall 

the paintings of the Scottish artist (and teacher) James Cowie, who made a handful of 

poignant pictures of his pupils among the art-room bric-a-brac, the fields, future and real 

world visible just beyond the windows [24.-25.], distant train-carriages of adult comings and 

goings.   
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With their natural surrealism Cowie’s best pictures anticipate some of the junk-shop or ‘flea-

market’ qualities of Hélion’s latter work (and perhaps share an allegiance with the work of 

Hélion’s friend Balthus, albeit sanitized), whereby objects can become suddenly 

anthropomorphized and jumps in scale create theatrical, table-top worlds.  
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There’s certainly a tradition of elaborately staged, transparently ‘contrived’ still life to 

balance the tradition of still lifes as apparently quotidian, chanced upon arrangements –which 

are obviously just as likely to be contrivances, but which make more of a concerted effort to 

hide it.  

 

 

 

One of the genre’s most sophisticated proponents, William Nicholson can range with ease 

between these two modes, frequently using/acknowledging the laboratory of the studio as a 

stage for such arrangements to occur. Utilizing the gamut of painterly options, Nicholson can 

wring high drama, mystery and mysticism from mushrooms [28.], books and mirrors [32.]; a 

spinning UFO from a glass bowl [31.], a trans-dimensional TV set from a Sheffield Plate 

[30.]; Hélion-esque eroticism from discarded gloves, pressed under a silver casket, all locks, 

latches, Duchampian spy-holes, orifices [29.]; or he can go all or nothing on knowingly over-

the-top, Gilbert & Sullivan production numbers, paintings like Emilie’s Things [33.] or Studio 

Still Life [35.] which explicitly explore the staged construction of identity, illusion, which 

allude to performance, props, costume (the artist’s top hat and gloves can’t help but resemble 

a conjurer’s), not to mention the studio as a kind of rehearsal space and resource, a dressing-

up box.  
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Across the works is a sense of set-up and experimentation. How would it be, for example, if a 

sketched-in background became a literal sketched-in background [34.]? Even a picture of a 

simple inkwell [36.] can continue Nicholson’s searches into mystery. Looking more like a 

sounding line or plummet thrown down a watery shaft (perhaps a literal ‘well’, the table more 

like a seabed, the dappled wall like disturbed water), the little vessel carries with it notions of 

probing, testing, gauging, casting a line to the great beyond. (That pen of Hodgson’s is also a 

kind of aerial, the ‘dish’ a transmitter or receiver…).   
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Hodgson is more tentative, more suspicious than to go in for all this hook line and sinker, so 

to speak. The paintings are more sceptical about themselves. There is a feeling in Nicholson 

that the objects are arranged as if to catch a glimpse of life’s mystery, that if the right 

combinations of mirrors and glasses are set up correctly then something hidden might reveal 

itself, in a kind of homespun divination. And sometimes there is a similar feeling in Hodgson: 

but tempered always by the sense that there is nothing to be revealed, that objects, like 

artworks, are vessels for our projected selves or states, yet impenetrable in themselves. 

Hodgson appears careful to avoid arrangements which could seem too emphatically 

communicative, significant. Certainly most of the compositions are centred, piled, spread, 

rather than directed, forms are either isolated or repeated as pattern, the space is shallow. As 

in the abstracts, meaning, interpretation and content hit a wall, or find themselves back where 

they started, caught in a loop, swirled around in the bottom of a mug. 

 

The Nicholson's which are closest to Hodgson are those which qualify their own sense of 

import or significance, which deny or frustrate attempts toward meaning (though to 

complicate things, that is of course part of their meaning...). Still Life, Apples and Knives 

[37.], for example, throws opened and unopened letters into the balance. Apples are 

traditional symbols of revelation, yet the picture seems to be sceptical about the relative 

availability of information that might be revealed by the probing knives, lined up more like 

pens or palette knives or perhaps surgical scalpels, should they open up letter or fruit. Within 

the picture's complex interweaving of elements, so hard to put into words, is a practical 

exploration of both communion and communication with tactile reality, and with one's art 

form. Placing official looking letters and envelopes within the same visual hierarchy as the 

humble fruits, measuring their relative informational clarity and accessibility, measuring their 

relative surface and inner substance and in turn measuring those illusions against the 'skin' of 

the painting itself, aligning them with instruments of cutting, puncturing, exposing, putting all 

of this into play, Nicholson's picture embodies the ethos of still life: for genre is about 

opening up a discourse of and within silent, still and impassive things.  
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38. 

 

 

 

 

And while all this can sound dourly serious it can also carry a self-aware zing. Pears [36.], 

perhaps containing an intentionally dreadful pun, is a series of doublings, of elements 'paired' 

off and contrasted or complimented, elaborating on the genre's tendency to overplay the 

perceived correspondences between things. The double knives play a game with their 

singular partner across the plate, the image creating a general confusion on first glance about 

just how many of these knife shapes are actually knives or are in fact shadows, while the lone 

pear at the back casts a shadow which could easily lead one to initially register it as a pear 

turned away and to its side, rather than facing its round base towards us. Nicholson even adds 

a pseudo 'stalk' to the tip of its shadow, which is in fact a decorative leaf 'painted' (in all 

senses) on the plate, reiterating that it's all just painted marks anyway. And just as all these 

three-dimensional illusions are thrown up, the picture can suddenly flatten, the knives 

become the handle of a decorative fan (which could be flipped over to reveal an identical 

image doubled on the other side), the weight of the image suddenly subtracted. Continuing its 

decorative qualities, the blank background is effectively, like the plate, a decorative void on 

which shapes and colours are organized- while the painted 'bobs' of the fabric tablecloth in 

turn grant it an effective texture, make it convincingly real (utterly daring, the picture 

foregoes easy things like highly contrasting light or dark foregrounds or backgrounds, 

foregoes the safety net of a space generating table-edge). The picture manages to come across 

as contingent and unrehearsed, while we simultaneously register that it has been purposefully 

arranged and choreographed, part paint palette, part 3-dimensional speech bubble.  
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Hodgson's works perhaps allow us to see more clearly certain qualities of knowing, and 

conceptually sophisticated humour in Nicholson, particularly in his play with objects in 

studied disarray. Hodgson also works quietly between the hum-drum and the contrived, 

suddenly smuggling in skulls or improbably balanced ball-points, conspicuously ‘fanned’ or 

carefully toppled piles of books. He leads us to consider the merits of more obviously 

mannered, or twee, or grandiose, or ridiculous paintings, even if one’s tastes don’t necessarily 

run towards such obviously contrived or over-stuffed pictures as the more extreme 

Nicholson’s above, while at the same time consistently reminding us that all painting is not 

that far removed from such coquettish trickery anyway (Hodgson has stated before that he 

often finds merit in certain paintings or certain passages of paintings that might not warrant it 

on whole, which is helpful in understanding his own peculiar sense of painterly 'value'). As 

with the abstracts, Hodgson paints these still lives with the sense that it’s a patently odd thing 

to do, potentially pointless, yet also somehow obvious and inevitable: as if a still life, with its 

mix of modesty and stage managing, is a natural thing for a painting to be, a natural form for 

it to settle into.  'Still life' also functions as a problem for him to solve. As in the signature 

paintings, a series of essential elements are inexhaustibly recycled and re-processed as the 

set-ups are composed and re-composed – a dogged table-top experimenter, the practitioner of 

still life is forever involved in attempts to intervene in, or re-create, or defy systems of 

organization, randomness and accrual. And by the time ‘still life’ as a genre gets to Hodgson, 

it’s been long absorbed that this is what 'chance' arrangements of objects look like, just as the 

objects depicted are standard options with which to explore relative types of surface, solidity 

etc. (though he shakes things up with unconventional littler items, plastic bottles and 

wrappers, blue carrier bags, very much the produce of a city, of shops).  
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Hodgson is under no illusions, and neither are we. It’s a subtle thing, but the pictures tend to 
register as studied, highly conscious constructs, for all their apparent naivete. There's the 
sense of someone working their way back to something which looks purposefully off-the-cuff. 
They speak of a certain kind of style, of everyday pretences and deceptions, studied 
dishevelment. Sprezzatura. Moments of accomplished painting are allowed through, 
particularly the browned swipe of an old paperback-side in which we can practically feel and 
smell the ever so slightly dewed paper. However, the paintings as a whole generally carry 
themselves more like paintings of paintings, or paintings of drawings, frequently finding ways 
to sabotage their own authority or prettiness. Rarely interested in the details of the room in 
which they are situated, or even the tables on which they rest, the objects tend to float in the 
centre, like an idea, a thought balloon. In this they recall the ‘framing’ in certain Morandi’s, 
usually of flowers [39.] (which also incorporate obvious signatures). Hodgson perhaps brings 
in to focus some of the decorative, even cartoony, qualities in Morandi: the signatures and 
the wilting, embalmed flowers- part ice-cream sundae, part funerary urn- establishing a kind 
of comically mordant, grand limpness (like Morrissey wafting gladioli, say). They often play 
with their own 'off-ness', the look of things gone mouldy, shrivelled or curdled, on the turn. 
Morandi is often seen as a serious investigator of the nature of things, matter etc., less so 
that he investigates the nature of pictures per se, and even less so that he courts a sense of 
deflated jollity, comically fudged beauty.  
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Hodgson and Morandi operate between moments of authoritative and explorative 

representation, and a fundamental sense of decoration, of ‘unnecessary-ness’, perhaps even 

Roman/Pompeian ‘flatness’. Interestingly the gallery text at Arcade quotes Manet, for whom 

still life was the ‘touchstone of painting’- interesting in that Manet made problematically 

‘flat’ works within the genre he apparently held in such high regard. 
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40. 

 

 

 

 

 

Within the limitations of still life, a painter’s weaknesses, tricks, hacks can be exposed, or 

their true material philosophy of painting revealed (by its nature the genre requires that one 

bring life to the inert, with little space in which to hide). Still lifes are often a striking feature 

of Manet’s celebrated multi-figure compositions, giving necessary punctuation, pinning the 

deliberate inconsistencies of his space, adding up to the overall illusion, yet when isolated 

they frequently fail to pass inspection: almost as if one has walked up too close to a painted 

backdrop or a paper flower, the spell is broken. Manet’s brash, virtuoso brushwork, alive to 

the slipperiness of the world in the larger compositions, tends to homogenize and flatten 

surfaces in the smaller still lifes. Objects tend to be centred, in simple artificial lighting and 

undifferentiated in texture or painterly description, everything made with the same wet 

flourish; the marks adequate, but adequate only [40-43.].  
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Whether this is intentional or not is by the by – it’s part of their meaning (sometimes failure) 

as artworks. I don’t think we can accept them as being preoccupied with decoration in any 

meaningful sense, or with their own pictorial nature. Nicholson provides a corrective example 

of a truly invested, illusionistic investigation of painted form and meaning, while Morandi 

more convincingly addresses the decorative nature of the painted picture, not to say the 

problematized relationships of equivalence between painted marks and surfaces, the nature of 

'failed' illusion or equivalence, pictorial inadequacy as a philosophical position. The Manet of 

the still lifes, whether he can be blamed for it or not, would seem to perch forever between 

these two posts. (I suspect Hodgson would find plenty of things of worth within them though- 

one senses that Hodgson's extreme self-scepticism is in inverse proportion to the generosity 

of his willingness to find merit wherever it might be hidden in others. Certainly, the most 

problematic of the Manet's could easily be resuscitated by thinking of them in Hodgsonese, 

though this would require one overlook their sense of lazy complacency).  
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Arguably the artist's most successful still life, Manet's little picture of an asparagus [44.] – 

with its repeated calligraphic notation of veg-bud, marble-vein and cursory signature, its 

practically monochrome palette – is successful precisely because it addresses his own 

predilection for formal homogeneity and flatness, the intractable connection of one thing to 

the other which he explores so much more fully in the complex narrative paintings.  
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By contrast, Hodgson, an artist highly involved in the flatly decorative, will suddenly tease 

out very precisely the form of a cup handle, or the depth of its concavity, or the crinkle of 

cellophane. He’ll shift depth of field, relative clarity, vary the balance of mark and illusion, 

liveliness and ‘deadness’, or play with weight, will show books and flowers slumped next to 

a bottle of water, whose relative heaviness is being slowly subtracted to the point where a 

good breeze through the studio window might kick it away. (Hodgson reminds us of the 

childhood fascinations, not to say tactile researches, that continue in the genre: the joy in 

filling things up, pouring them out, putting things in and out of bags, counting them, grouping 

them, cutting them open, rolling and piling, scrunching...).    
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Indeed 'weight' is another tricky proposition which still life throws up for the artist. I’ve 

written elsewhere of Hodgson’s affinities with Italo Calvino, who saw the ‘systematic 

subtraction of weight from the world’ as a fundamental literary project, as outlined in his Six 

Memos for the Next Millennium. (The notion of ‘Memos’ is appropriate, a metonym for 

lightness, quickness, exactitude etc., the tenets of Calvino’s thesis, but also speaking to 

Hodgson’s sense of disabused necessity, readiness, pragmatism in the face of inspiration or 

desperation).  

 

‘Still Life’ is a genre traditionally preoccupied with the specific weight of things, gravity, 

substance. So it’s a wilfully contrarian gesture on the part an artist who frequently champions 

‘lightness’ and ‘dispersal’ as painterly values; values which recall Calvino’s yes, but equally 

the descriptive prose poetry of Francis Ponge, a predominantly still-life poet if ever there was 

one (taking as his subject soap, candles, mud…).  
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45. 

 

 

 

Ponge, a close acquaintance of Hélion, frequently came to blows with the painter; Hélion 

annoyed that the poet should suspend the objects of his attention in splendid isolation without 

giving due attention, as he saw it, to the system of relations between objects; Ponge for his 

part writing on the recent pictures of the artist’s return to figuration that ‘none of them have 

the slightest charm, the slightest trace of taste’, but also that, ‘all of them have an undeniable 

power’ (Ponge, 1950). Ponge, a serial re-writer and self-editor, seems to have been 

disparaging of the paintings’ unruly refusals of elegance, grace or simplicity (the isolated 

Cabbage Choreographies are a late exception [45.]), while Hélion would naturally lose 

patience with anything which attempted to poetically wrench objects from their continuum, 

or to rob them of their proper weight and substance.  

 

 

Ponge attempts daring transformations and evaporations of material objects though the sheer 

focus of poetic attention, matter made ‘gymnastical, acrobatical…Rhetorical?’. Which could 

be a very eloquent description of Hodgson’s abstracts, but what of the still lifes? Are they as 

light on their feet? No. But they posit lightness, they measure it against leadenness. They 

compare and contrast themselves with the abstracts. They are certainly not content to repeat 

easy strategies of flatness, nor do they subtract substance so fully as the Manets, but accept 

the challenges of taking on much more of the freight of the world whist keeping themselves 

afloat. Hodgson’s buoyant sensibilities remain intact, though pushed to different extremes. 

The crumpled balls of paper are a cypher for this. They suggest a notion of the pictures 

existing in a state just as precarious, just as easily tossed aside, re-made, re-modelled.   
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For a painter to whom ‘meaning’ is antithetical, Hodgson nevertheless interrogates a 

distinctly literary balance of form-as-(super-condensed)-content. Perhaps he more closely 

recalls – in visual terms, painterly terms – the elliptical ‘flash fiction’ of Lydia Davis, in 

which everyday situations (often trips to the shops) frequently pass by, apparently without 

incident, while seemingly having carried with them something of singular importance, if not 

something entirely easy to put one’s finger on. Often ‘about’ dysfunctional relationships, 

anxieties, petty jealousies and irrational behaviour, their ‘content’ practically lies solely 

within their formal construction, so condensed are they, so limited in length, plot, detail etc. 

And part of that content is in turn about the nature of linguistic communication, what it says, 

what it doesn’t have to, what it cannot, the limits of expression and the worrisome point 

where our and others’ minds and emotions take over, and control of meaning and intent is 

lost. Where the sensible becomes the senseless. (I've said too much, haven't said enough...[1]) 
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Davis marries form and content in ways which deal specifically with the conditions and 

pratfalls of linguistic expression. Hers is a language-particular literature, a cyclical literature-

particular literature. And Ii painting deals with the silent, physical ‘matter’ of the world in 

ways not quite like any other form, then still life is perhaps the most ‘painting-particular’ of 

genres within that form (other than pure abstraction at the other end of the representational 

scale). When push comes to shove, perhaps the most authoritatively reticent of still lifes 

speak most eloquently. The works of Adriaen Coorte, say [46., 47.], already intuiting all of 

the above pretty much at the origins of the genre as a distinct genre, already dealing with 

matter's impenetrability, with signatures, with blank backgrounds...  
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Hodgson has said that his paintings could equally be landscapes or portraits, as they are 

always in some sense paintings of paintings, paintings of the idea of painting. And so they 

might. Yet still life is arguably more fully of a piece thematically with the 

signature/abstract/decorative works. They might smuggle in examples of portraiture: but even 

these are secondary ‘copies’ (literally in the Manet portrait of Morisot, cropped on a book 

cover [49.]). These are images at a remove, and yet fundamentally based on primary 

observation. With its particular weighing of distance, closeness, remoteness, still life is in 

part a detective genre, in which clues are put together to form a personality, situation or 

scenario, in which silent things are made to speak, give testimony, in which subjective 

narratives are allowed to colour the objective facts. Entirely consistent with the signed 

abstract works, we are left to wonder how far things are codified, how much information they 

might contain, or how little, how much we are projecting on their blank surfaces.  
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Depictions of open and closed books also continue the signature paintings’ notions of 

reticence and (in)availability, inscription, authorship, dedication, identification. Of locating 

one’s ‘self’ within things claimed. We are left to wonder how much Hodgson identifies with 

the name, with these decorative marks, with the objects, with these pictures. Or what they 

might say about existence in 2010, or 2008, 2012… 
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Identification is a notion at the centre of Hodgson’s work. Paintings, crudely, invite a viewer 

to ‘identify’ with them, while signatures can provide distancing barriers, as can dedications, 

titles and so on (Hélion often plays with the nature of titles as porous, gate-like moveable 

barriers or openings). Similarly, we intuit that the painter must implicitly ‘identify’ with the 

painting in all sorts of ways, even at the level of advocacy and allegiance (‘I am for this type 

of painting, and will stand by it’). Hodgson also plays wittily with the placing of the signature 

– the prominent printed text of ‘Colette’ [48.], for example, could indicate that the volume is 

either by or about the author, whose works are a form of qualified auto-biography in any 

case, ‘Colette’ functioning effectively as both title and author credit (and as content). He also 

frequently underlines the signature, mirroring the edge of the table-top with amorphous 

details above [50.], while they mingle with other forms of assorted texts, notes and labels 

generally.  
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A proto-Hodgson work by Hélion, The Exhibition of 1934 (1979-80) [52.], further elaborates 

on this notion of artwork-as-signature. A reminiscence across the decades, the picture finds 

Hélion reflecting on the beginning of his career, then in its initial abstract phase. On the one 

hand the picture measures the hermetic world of aesthetics against a messier (not to say more 

cramped) world of human interactions, with the signature a handy, anchoring wall sign [51.], 

possibly a mediator between the two. This sign perhaps also by-passes the role of the woman 

in the chair invigilating, who is presumably primed to answer questions about the work: her 

official-looking cap (like an usherette or traffic warden, watchman, maybe even a nurse or 

midwife) is echoed and inverted in the negative space left by the hanging cord of the fame, 

establishing a connection between the two, while her body language is closed, perhaps 

silenced by the official text on the wall. But perhaps this is a very contemporary reading of 

the negation of conversation that can occur in the library-like exhibition space, the relative 

critical ‘authority’ of individuals and institutions, the impermeable, monolithic nature of 

certain names and reputations, not to say gendered narratives of ‘genius’. With her curiously 

angled ‘shadow’, she could almost be an avatar of the artist, having cast himself back down 

the years, an unnoticed, Scrooge-like observer at the back of his own party. Perhaps he 

wonders what she really thought of all the ballyhoo. Turning her back on the conversation, 

she seems more interested in the humble flowers. In any case she'll be there when everyone 

else has gone home, left with an empty room and some pictures.  
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53. 

 

An advocate of grand narrative painting with an equally grand sense of rhythm and harmony, 

Hélion is possibly re-staging the exhibition space as a version of The Painter’s Studio: A real 

allegory summing up seven (in Hélion’s case, forty-six) years of my artistic and moral life 

[53.]. As with the Courbet, The Exhibition of 1934 is a kind of preposterous picture: showing 

the progression from pious devotee of abstraction kneeling on the left, to the bustle of groups, 

figures and discourse, to Hélion the contemplator of humble objects. The signature sits in the 

wings, seems to ask ‘Hélion?’. (The picture is also a part-sequel to The Studio of 1953 [54.], 

a mid-career stock-taking over which the ghost of Courbet also hangs- though this time the 

visual 'key' in the bottom corner is a portable set of drawers, which allude to the picture's 

abundant nesting of images within images, illusions pulled-out or shut-away. The artist's 

avatar in this case is a compartmentalized box of tricks.)  
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The signature framed on the wall of the Exhibition is a cartoony gesture, particularly when 

nailed up in such an arbitrary fashion, grandiose and yet slapdash. But it is also complex piece 

of a complex, recursive picture puzzle. On the one hand it suggests the signature as the extent 

of the painting’s information (with a witty comment on the nature of ‘name’ collecting), a 

Hodgsonian notion of signature-as-artwork/artwork-as-signature. Yet it also reflects the wider 

composition in microcosm: mirrored directly below by the vase of flowers, signature and still 

life are silent summations of the painting’s wider activity. The group of figures and paintings 

on the wall are a kind of arrangement or bouquet, a display, a concoction, while the depicted 

viewers are in turn imbued with Hélion's Hélion-ness (as is whomsoever happens to be the 

viewer of the painting itself), literally in the 'style' in which they are painted but equally within 

the narrative of the picture (they are depicted as people reacting to or 'affected' by or 

conditioned with 'Hélion-ness', while in fact directed by him, a sly slight of hand). The flowers 

and vase connect to the group's purple shadow, but it can equally appear as if the figures and 

paintings on the wall are being projected from them, are a magic-lantern show of shadow-

figures cast on the walls (which they essentially are), as if everything can be contained, genie-

like, within still-life's magic lamps, while the vase and flowers' visual counterpart of frame and 

name (a name being a kind of frame anyway) suggest that any picture can be further reduced 

to a boxed autograph, conceptually and existentially, a material registration of distinct being. 

It perhaps also muses on the object/art-object's ability to effect the room (this being very much 

the helpfully labelled 'Hélion room'), while the shapes behind the signature broadly mirror 

walls and floor, the looped & grouped letters an extrapolation of the intertwined figures. The 

ways in which picture frame and signature relate to flowers and vase are also micro-treatments 

of the painting’s themes and perennial oppositions; nature and culture, abstraction and 

representation, the organic and the synthetic, wildness and cultivation, speech and silence, 

meaning’s impossibility and inevitability.   
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 All of this suggests that Hélion is in some way acknowledging where he stands in relation to 

the painting, but also that he'll 'stand behind it', that he's signed a contract of avowal. A 

signature officiates at the hand-over of responsibility from artist to viewer, accepting that the 

painter has done all they can, that they've considered the terms and conditions carefully ('As I 

can') and that the work is ready for 'submission' (a kind of surrender as much as a presentation). 

For Hodgson, as for Hélion, the signature is a paradoxically self-effacing address to the viewer 

which affirms the fundamental sincerity of his involvement with painting as it’s been left to 

him’ and as a form of endeavour and expression which one adds one's contribution to, while 

abdicating any further authorial control. And while it's a form of curiously anonymous 'address' 

(albeit one intimately and indelibly connected to the maker in every way) the picture is an 

address without a specific addressee. It’s a message as much as a proposition as much as a 

formal inquiry, cast to the great beyond.  

 

Still lifes, like pictures generally, are vessels for carrying and conducting consciousness, that 

ride the feedback loop of object-imprintment on self/self-imprintment on object. The genre 

speaks of the blankness and silence shared by objects and by paintings as material 

propositions which can frustrate the expectation, the need for things to be easily, verbally, 

meaningful. I've written before that Hodgson's abstracts are like 'empty envelopes, parcels 

filled only with polystyrene beans, blank messages marked only by their posting'. Perhaps the 

still lives are tossed to the world (or to himself, in a roundabout way) as one would toss a 

message in a bottle, containing a slip of paper signed C. Hodgson. If only in so far as the 

message is the bottle.   
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In 1967 Marianne Moore whittled her poem Poetry down to just four lines in a
purposefully awkward enjambement (the earlier ‘complete’ version can be found at
bottom). In it, she jettisons the twisty-turny epigrams and metaphors of the original to
leave a practically perfect verse, which seems to generate its own form and content
entirely from its own content and form. 

It’s not a poem about poetry, but an embodiment of poetry, a manifestation of it. Or
rather, it is not so much a poem about what poetry is, as it’s a poem about what poetry
doesn’t have to, isn’t always, but might, possibly, be. One discovers, in ones’ perfect
contempt for it (Moore’s poem, that is), a place for the genuine. It says practically
nothing about poetry, except that from a position of supreme doubt and scepticism, a
small culture of ‘the genuine’ might be grown or encountered- whatever ‘the genuine’
might be... 

Crucially it is a ‘perfect’ contempt: an active ruthlessness is necessary for the possibility
of the genuine. Ordinary contempt won’t do- as there’s just nowhere to go from ordinary
contempt.

Clive Hodgson might justifiably be said to work from such a perfect contempt. Perfect
disregard, disobedience, perfect disparagement. Not ironic or parodic contempt, but a
perfect doubt and mistrust, Moore and Hodgson suggest, can clear a space for the
genuine. 

Only when one accepts that one’s work is potentially without genuine value can the
potential for value be genuinely cultivated. 

Startlingly, for a painter who focuses entirely on declaring his own name, Hodgson
makes paintings from a place of total sceptical humility. Such a disarming ‘sceptical
humility’ might equally be the best way to approach them as viewers.
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Hodgson (b.1953), disillusioned by the figurative painting he’d been working with since
the 1980’s, has in recent years abandoned all content bar the continuity of date and
signature as a central motif. 

The name and date are the first things a viewer might notice in many of the paintings
(already an inversion of convention) and are perhaps the first thing we are invited to
consider.

For obvious reasons a signature has historically been something ancillary to the work of
art- across time chased from the lower corners to the back of the canvas, and away
altogether. In some cases, emphatic or declamatory- notably Courbet’s autographic
signatures in large red lettering- but always implicitly something one should ‘ignore’. 

The signature disrupts illusion on the one hand, and pollutes abstraction with admin on
the other. If it’s there at all it’s something we really shouldn’t notice. Yet it’s something
which absolutely has to be contributing to the overall aesthetic effect in any painting
where it’s present- usually also, effectively, dating the picture to some specific range of
decades or centuries, depending on the ‘handwriting’, its placement etc. It also stresses
the condition of the picture as a ‘made’ thing (in Courbet’s landscapes particularly the
signature tempers the romanticism with this kind of conscious ‘picturing’).



The feeling it often gives is of a certain period of easel painting, the signature more like
a cabinet maker or a silversmith’s mark of approval and carrying notions of production-
line manufacture abhorrent to later modernism, as well as antiquarian connotations of
‘name’ collecting and bookish filing. 

Yet the signature contributes to the picture in other ways. It’s also a kind of affirmation-
I’ll stand behind this thing (as a ‘place for the genuine’). A signed thing says, ‘ready to
go’, ‘I endorse the above’, I’ll stand by what I’ve said, I’ve considered the terms and
details carefully and accept them. It’s a form of contract binding artist and work, but also
meaning the work is a package ready for delivery to a viewer. 

It also begs the question of where the ‘signature’ stops and the art begins- as the work
itself is also, surely, some kind of cumulative signature (in an existential and material
sense).  
Certainly, all the above aspects of the signature are much more slippery in Hodgson’s
paintings, wherein the signature or date is pushed to the front. Even the notion that the
naming and dating marks some kind of completion is misleading- often it’s clear that the
signing and dating took place at some indeterminate earlier point, were perhaps the first
marks made.

In starting and ending with the signature the paintings cancel out the content in
between, in the same way as Moore’s super-condensed verse. Hodgson starts at the
very end, a very good place to start...

But he doesn’t just start at the end- he stops there as well. They are paintings in which
the content rambles around in short circles – while the wider, primary things like marks,
colour and composition go off on elaborate, gymnastic triathlons. 

Hodgson estranges what seem, on the face of it, very simple implications of
signing. We are left to wonder what, exactly, is the relationship between
these marks, this object, and the year 2017, 2008, the person identified as
C. Hodgson? Do they express something about him, existing, at that
particular point in his and our lives? Or do they simply register the activity of
their own making? Are the decorative elements ‘signed’ by the names and
dates, or are the swirls and marks purely there to decorate the signatures?
Do the swirls and decoration (comically) aggrandize the signatures, or do
the signatures aggrandize the decoration? Is it a picture of the date signed
by the artist, or a picture of a signature, dated? Where should our attention
go (round in circles)? 

Hodgson estranges what seem, on the face of it, very simple implications of
signing. We are left to wonder what, exactly, is the relationship between
these marks, this object, and the year 2017, 2008, the person identified as
C. Hodgson? Do they express something about him, existing, at that
particular point in his and our lives? Or do they simply register the activity of
their own making? Are the decorative elements ‘signed’ by the names and
dates, or are the swirls and marks purely there to decorate the signatures?
Do the swirls and decoration (comically) aggrandize the signatures, or do
the signatures aggrandize the decoration? Is it a picture of the date signed
by the artist, or a picture of a signature, dated? Where should our attention
go (round in circles)? 

In Being John Malkovich, the actor (playing himself and through a series of unlikely
events) enters a parallel world where every person, image and word is replaced with his
name and likeness- he speaks ‘Malkovich Malkovich’, and is answered, ‘Malkovich
Malkovich’. 

It is a more extreme version of the feeling Hodgson must have in the studio (perhaps
many painters do, at some level), or the feeling a viewer might feel when surrounded by
his paintings in a gallery. Which might be absurd, but it also speaks of the way our own
inescapable selves cannot help but be inscribed on everything we experience. It also
speaks of the way in which our own names, likenesses, biographies (the furniture of
one’s existence), can appear strangely alien from our ‘selves’ (whatever they might be).
There is a feeling that Hodgson is trying to establish some kind of connection to the
abstract symbology with which we navigate our time on the planet- our names, the year,
the days of the week. Or the lack of recognition when we hear our own names called, or
see them printed, or the way they sound strange when we have to introduce ourselves.
Or even just the chasm of meaninglessness that opens up when a word is repeated
often enough (the abstract language of a person’s name particularly).  

I don’t think Hodgson makes paintings about alienation though. I think, rather, that they
can be letters of invitation, to join him in a small corner of the ‘place for the genuine’.
Hodgson’s work is generous, and his works are almost like extremely terse but cheering
correspondence from an existentialist pen pal. The paintings are more like letters or
parcels- and not formal letters but utilitarian notes, requests, claims of ownership,
identification– things signed so that they might be properly addressed, in the hope that
they might find the correct recipient or be returned to sender. 

 They are like empty envelopes, parcels filled only with polystyrene beans. Blank
messages marked only by their posting. Sometimes the marks swirl and fizzle out like
confetti and streamers- as if from a doleful party popper. It's the thought that counts. 

                                                                                                                               
XXX

It should also be made clear that as much as we might ponder the
significance of the name and date, they are also present as a neutral,
generative element- one that staves off certain ‘looks’ associated with
abstraction (a field as loaded with symbolism, ideology and inherited
‘meaning’ as any in painting) while giving something to hang the works’
improvisations on. And of course, part of the excitement of Hodgson’s
ongoing work is seeing how he can keep going and going with the same
basic motif, how he can keep pulling hankies out of the hat. 

Besides the signatures there are consistent visual motifs, a consistent
approach to colour and composition across the paintings, which can in turn
be sub-divided into looser or tighter groups. Similarly, each ‘year’ seems to
produce a set of paintings more closely related to each other than to
paintings from across the years (though certain forms and strategies are
also re-deployed and re-cycled within and across these groups). Which is all
to say that, taken purely as a maker of abstract paintings, Hodgson has a
compellingly ‘alive’ oeuvre. 

The paintings from around 2008-2011 are often slightly barer and in a more
subdued palette; by 2012 they’ve taken on more of a mixed language of
cornicing, acanthus, arrow, dart, spades and diamonds, rosettes, etc. (many
of which are no longer to be found as things have become more gestural);
there are recurrent ‘spot’ paintings and paintings of Catherine wheel-like
circles or sprinkled doughnut targets; from 2015 onwards there have been
more paintings which are explicitly marks on a blank ‘white’ background, as
well as things that look more airbrushed or sprayed, accompanied by a
leaning towards primaries rather than sherbety, pastel-greyed tertiaries. 

Often the biggest canvases are the ones with the least amount going on (his
variety and consciousness of scale is always compelling). 



It’s very much something specific to painting that Hodgson can go on repeating this
motif without repeating himself (a set of songs, each containing the singer’s name sung
in a variety of melodies, might get tiresome more quickly, or a film consisting only of a
well-designed set of titles/credits).  

This is partly to do with the ‘signature’ being standard issue painting kit- it’s part of the
furniture of painting, it's 'allowed' (even to people who might not think about painting a
great deal, a signature in one of the bottom corners- along with a picture frame- must
seem part of the basic paraphernalia of a painting, a surprisingly strong part of what an
'imagined' painting is, to the extent that it's almost caricature). But it’s also to do with
how painting displays and deals with information and attention, how we can ignore (to
some degree) the signature, how parts can be subsumed into the whole, the verbal and
non-verbal. For the overriding theme of Hodgson’s painting is not the narrowness of his
‘limited’ signature and date motif, but conversely the sheer diversity that can be
achieved within such limits.
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more paintings which are explicitly marks on a blank ‘white’ background, as
well as things that look more airbrushed or sprayed, accompanied by a
leaning towards primaries rather than sherbety, pastel-greyed tertiaries. 

Often the biggest canvases are the ones with the least amount going on (his
variety and consciousness of scale is always compelling). 

In Being John Malkovich, the actor (playing himself and through a series of unlikely
events) enters a parallel world where every person, image and word is replaced with his
name and likeness- he speaks ‘Malkovich Malkovich’, and is answered, ‘Malkovich
Malkovich’. 

It is a more extreme version of the feeling Hodgson must have in the studio (perhaps
many painters do, at some level), or the feeling a viewer might feel when surrounded by
his paintings in a gallery. Which might be absurd, but it also speaks of the way our own
inescapable selves cannot help but be inscribed on everything we experience. It also
speaks of the way in which our own names, likenesses, biographies (the furniture of
one’s existence), can appear strangely alien from our ‘selves’ (whatever they might be).
There is a feeling that Hodgson is trying to establish some kind of connection to the
abstract symbology with which we navigate our time on the planet- our names, the year,
the days of the week. Or the lack of recognition when we hear our own names called, or
see them printed, or the way they sound strange when we have to introduce ourselves.
Or even just the chasm of meaninglessness that opens up when a word is repeated
often enough (the abstract language of a person’s name particularly).  

I don’t think Hodgson makes paintings about alienation though. I think, rather, that they
can be letters of invitation, to join him in a small corner of the ‘place for the genuine’.
Hodgson’s work is generous, and his works are almost like extremely terse but cheering
correspondence from an existentialist pen pal. The paintings are more like letters or
parcels- and not formal letters but utilitarian notes, requests, claims of ownership,
identification– things signed so that they might be properly addressed, in the hope that
they might find the correct recipient or be returned to sender. 

 They are like empty envelopes, parcels filled only with polystyrene beans. Blank
messages marked only by their posting. Sometimes the marks swirl and fizzle out like
confetti and streamers- as if from a doleful party popper. It's the thought that counts. 

                                                                                                                               
XXX
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variety and consciousness of scale is always compelling). 

They can look like a combination of decorative details from Roman,
Pompeian and Renaissance painting (which Hodgson has acknowledged an
interest in) but also a host of other things; the swirly/geometric whorls and
diagonals of 1950’s neckties; the pencilled notes and diagrams on plastered
walls pre-paper or painting; school jotters, doodles on exam papers, mock-
ups and maquettes; or more accurately, the exploratory range of marks
made when trying out a new tool, material or surface; ruled lines, pen
squiggles, paint splodges, a new set of stencils overlapping (it’s always
advisable to look for the literal ‘spade’s a spade’ associations within
Hodgson’s place for the genuine). There’s a hint of pulpy print culture, a
certain kind of strip cartoon- the economy and humour have a Charlie
Brown, Peanuts tone- the spacing between the letters like a filled-in
crossword puzzle or a looped word-search.  



Often he defies easy balances within a composition- the ‘wonky’ is
welcomed. Non-art methods of mark making are also shamelessly
undisguised- sponge stamp and patterning, stencilling, spattering and
stippling. Sometimes he does surprisingly little, and often it’s the signature
that lifts it, that reconfigures and reorganizes the marks as something
worthy of the fine art signature/seal of approval- and something worthy of
his and our attention. It’s something of a playful challenge- how would it be if
it was the kind of world in which this kind of painting existed, and I
appreciated it?- playful but still to an extent confrontational (perhaps it’s our
tastes we have to confront?). Hodgson and Moore both seem to see ‘poetry’
or the ‘genuine’ as something we have to imagine ourselves into
recognizing (...imaginary gardens with real toads in them). We have to
acquire a taste for the genuine.

The signature also protects them from seeming to come from a tradition of
floating, earnest abstraction, or from the gestures being demonstrably about
a certain type of gesture- it makes the marks come across as pictures of
marks, in a way, paintings of abstract paintings. Model abstracts.

As much as Hodgson has said he wants to avoid the connotations of
specialised hobbyist interests such as model railways and so on, there is a
sense within the work that he is aware of the paintings as part of an
obsessive interest in a potentially pointless and rarefied enterprise, a kind of
hopelessly arcane pastime for sad cases; though it’s also kind of clear that
he knows they are not. They transcend such notions, partly through their
humour and partly through the kind of crazy strength in his commitment to
this enterprise, and to his sustained and specific interest in painting as an
activity in itself, broken down and built up from the simplest or most
wayward means.

They are a kind of anarchic ‘alternative’ abstraction, alt-aesthetics.

The paintings refuse to play standardized games of layering, ‘seriousness’
or expressivity- and emerge as deeply (sometimes comically) moving, faulty
material translations of the baffling patterns of life, feeling and thought.

They explore the potential for different kinds of decorative motifs or setups
to have different ‘moods’, different speeds of thought, different cerebral-
emotional registers. They have a child-like, filling-in space kind of quality-
but with the added melancholy of filling up time. They seem first and
foremost something to do.  
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Decoration is a very human language. Anyone can basically decorate or
embellish with little flourishes in the corner, round the edges, join the dots,
connect the lines, put boxes around words or letters. Anyone can drop
shadows. Draw around an outline. Make a pattern. We are organisms that
like to fill space (and time) even just for the sake of it (and we don’t tend to
let things pass without ‘personalizing’ them- adapting existing structures to
our own particular temperaments, or adding what we can to an existing
practice).

But art also takes great pains to counter this impulse, to temper addition
with subtraction, heaviness with lightness, slowness with quickness (and
one feels Hodgson is a natural contrarian, even, perhaps especially, unto
himself).  

Hodgson’s wish to ‘make something with very little reference to
mass...something very light and dispersed’ recalls Italo Calvino’s appeal to
‘Lightness’ as one of his Six Memos for the Next Millennium. Calvino talked
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of wanting to launch himself like an arrow, of subtracting weight from the
world, about lightness, quickness etc. as literary values going back to Ovid’s
Metamorphosis- images of sudden transformations or bounding leaps,
Baron Munchausen pulling himself and his horse up by the tail and pigtails,
Mercury’s winged sandals-

Hermes-mercury, god of communication and mediation...inventor
of writing...mercury with his winged feet, light and airborne,
astute, agile, adaptable, free and easy, established the
relationships of the gods among themselves and those between
the gods and men, between universal laws and individual
destinies, between the forces of nature and the forms of culture,
between the objects of the world and all thinking subjects...

Hodgson’s buoyant ‘memos’ are of a piece with this dispersed, airy, logic
defying literature -if there is a logic it’s the protean logic of meandering,
objectless daydreaming, or of boredom evading flights of fancy. Hodgson
leaps over standardized pictorial organizations, contents, compositions,
clears space (he also recalls the- sometimes arbitrary- generative systems
of the 'Oulipo' group to which Calvino belonged, restricting himself to using
the date and signature the painting equivalent of refraining from using the
letter ‘e’, for example). 

What’s startling is that Hodgson manages to make such leaps through ‘meaningless’
marks and flourishes alone- through pure ‘composition’. In this he particularly brings to
mind Flaubert’s famous (proto-modernist) 1852 letter to Louise Colet-

What seems beautiful to me, what I should like to write, is a book
about nothing, a book dependent on nothing external, which
would be held together by the strength of its style, just as the
earth, suspended in the void, depends on nothing external for its
support; a book which would have almost no subject, or at least
in which the subject would be almost invisible, if such a thing is
possible. The finest works are those that contain the least
matter; the closer expression comes to thought, the closer
language comes to coinciding and merging with it, the finer the
result.

As with Hodgson, it’s an appeal to the work forming its own content. 

Various modernist schools would junk the idea of having wider constructed ‘meanings’
within a work, in favour of using blank generic subjects on which to hang
demonstrations of their latest formal innovation or novelty. Yet the resulting works would
still be tied to appearances and associations in some degree, while later abstraction
would conversely come loaded with a rediscovered notion of meaning and significance
(often quasi-spiritual). 

To be truly blank and vacant while remaining compelling is quite a feat. As James Elkins
writes in his study of ‘meaningless/meaningful marks’, the attempt for language to self-
cancel, to be eloquently and fluently senseless, is a difficult task- 

It is, perhaps unexpectedly, not easy to make a disorderly picture and
supremely difficult to create a powerfully and profoundly disordered
picture. The process of drawing near to meaninglessness is like the
physicist’s problem of reaching absolute zero: at first it seems that you can
just turn down the temperature, but then it becomes clear that there is
tremendous resistance, inherent in the medium itself, to any close
approach to the perfect absence of meaning...

Is decoration, for Hodgson, a kind of ‘strongly imagined disorder’? Strong and somehow
almost inevitable, but also almost totally resistant to ‘meaning’? His approach to
expunging content seems to be about embracing the idea of the decorative rather than
pure ‘style’ as such (the strongly imagined disorder in Pollock, for example, carries far
too many connotations for comparison with Hodgson’s spatters and stipples). They are
physically, materially, intellectually what they are (purposefully blank and vacant?).
Similarly, the naming and dating is a kind of negation of language’s meaning generating
and expanding properties- they are dead end, self-cancelling language, anti-
metaphorical and purely 'labelling' signifiers. And despite or because of all this,
Hodgson still manages to smuggle in so much melancholy, elation, puzzlement,
curiosity...

Perhaps the project is one in search of eloquence? Or a different kind of eloquence? An
anti-eloquence? 

In a way it’s the rambling articulation of inarticulateness that goes on in the work of
Samuel Beckett, wherein the impossibility of ‘saying’ anything is measured against the
absurd impossibility of not saying something.

Beckett spent his career reducing language till barely intelligible. The implications of this
reduction are twofold: that on the one hand ‘meaning’ cannot be killed by reduction, and
that meaning is therefore meaningless, is all in our heads, is a projection, a spook. We
cannot help but say and mean, reality cannot help it, cannot help but be within and
outwith language, and therein lies the trap.

Meaning and depth are for Beckett a projection, an illusion. Yet also an inescapable
one, literally a haunting one, and his whittled, sharpened works consistently attempt to
exorcize this ghost, to puncture an aperture in themselves, for language and meaning to
be sucked out into the open and forced to cancel each other out. In a similar way,
Hodgson’s paintings play with and frustrate the fact that we are meaning attachers,
projectors, hunters. As he writes himself -

At some point painting becomes more articulate in its own right because it
becomes isolated from carrying messages, so the ornament thing is
familiar but it carries no message. Things easily seem to get too symbolic
or have very strong geometric connotations, for example in a Euclidian
way or a Platonic way, and then it begins to seem like symbolism again. I
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be sucked out into the open and forced to cancel each other out. In a similar way,
Hodgson’s paintings play with and frustrate the fact that we are meaning attachers,
projectors, hunters. As he writes himself -

At some point painting becomes more articulate in its own right because it
becomes isolated from carrying messages, so the ornament thing is
familiar but it carries no message. Things easily seem to get too symbolic
or have very strong geometric connotations, for example in a Euclidian
way or a Platonic way, and then it begins to seem like symbolism again. I
was looking for where the painting seemed real to me in the way that
decorative painting seemed real. Something begins to happen because
there aren’t any points of reference for meanings.

It’s therefore in the decorative that Hodgson finds his ‘place for the genuine’ (as Nick
Lowe- almost- said, it’s ‘Pure Painting for Now People’). He’s someone for whom
depiction (like language), as it stands just now historically and for him personally, seem
a bit too deceitful, or a bit too much like admitting failure. And if paintings generally fail,
Hodgson’s ‘fail again, fail better’.

XXX
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Some final bits.

I hesitate to use the word ‘jazzy’, but there’s something rather like hearing a
pared-down piano improvisation to Hodgson (perhaps even unexpectedly,
as if hearing something exciting from someone who’s just sat down at an
out of tune pub upright). It recalls the kind of double negative inversion in
many statements attributed to Thelonious Monk: There are no wrong notes-
some are just more right than others; there are no wrong notes on the
piano- just better choices; I played the wrong wrong notes etc.

Indeed Hodgson has spoken about a restlessness with whatever his work
has started to look like at a given time, each addition or subtraction leading
to an inverse subtraction or addition (I can work on a certain number of
paintings till something rises up within me that says, if this has got such and
such quality, what would happen if it did not have that quality?)

I’ll leave Geoff Dyer, in an extract from But Beautiful- his great book on
Jazz- to talk about Monk, and about Hodgson, and Moore, and their
sparsely decorated places for the genuine-  

If monk had built a bridge he’d have taken away the bits that are
considered essential until all that was left were the decorative
parts- but somehow he would have made the ornamentation
absorb the strength of the supporting spars so it was like
everything was built around what wasn’t there. It shouldn’t have
held together but it did and the excitement came from the way
that it looked like it might collapse at any moment just as Monk’s
music always sounded like it might get wrapped up in itself...
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Clive Hodgson at Arcade, London
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Arcade gallery is celebrating its tenth birthday.  We wish them many happy
returns.  Last year, the shifting of the art world’s tectonic plates became abundantly
clear as a slew of small to medium size galleries threw in the towel, in the face of
challenges that, finally, became too great to face down.  Everyone needs to have a
life.  So there is much to celebrate in the resilience of galleries who do not own the
lease on a whole block of prime real estate in three or more global cities around
the world.  Increasingly, there is talk of new models of operating that might side
step the tyranny of the property market and the uncertain economics of art fairs. 
But I digress.

Clive Hodgson is the ideal painter to mark this big anniversary for the gallery. 
Dealing in a form of conceptual abstraction, he has long made the dating and
signing of his paintings the foremost compositional element.  The conceit of the
current show is that before Christmas, the gallery showed paintings all made in
2017, but after the New Year, they rehung with works from a decade earlier, 2008. 
There is a nice – in the sense of precise – game here, with time moving forward but
the view becoming retrospective.

Hodgson’s name – C Hodgson – and the date are the constant elements across a
body of work that adopts differing approaches to abstraction from painting to
painting.  There is all-over scumbling that might reference process painting, or
equally techniques of wall painting from the Roman era.  There are nods to Jasper
Johns in the targets, there is what looks like hard-edged abstraction, there is
biomorphic abstraction.  There are decorative devices, borrowed somewhere
along the way, and swift graphic gestures that look like pure joie de vivre. 
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Occasionally my pattern-finding mind imagined figurative devices, so that in one
painting finely sprayed black paint blobs became murmurations of starlings over
the flat winter horizon.  But that is just me.

Anchoring each work, the artist’s name and the year of creation are used as
compositional elements of equal weight.  Sometimes the name is split in two, its
meaning broken down to become form alone. Sometimes the date appears twice –
once backwards, perhaps veiled by a thin paint layer, and then again the right
way around.  It’s almost as if the painting were designed for viewers on both sides
of the canvas.  Suddenly the picture plane – instead of resting on a support of
canvas – seems to float as if in space.  For a Janus-faced exhibition, looking
simultaneously backwards and forwards, this is perfect.

Name and date are the most basic elements of art historical knowledge:  who did
this and when?  The ‘when’ is important because one always wants to situate a
work within the arc of an artist’s career; the implicit rationale being that one
assumes progress of some sort is being made.   But the idea that the history of art
represents some kind of qualitative, aesthetic or philosophical forward progress
has been discredited for decades now.  And for all his emphatic assertion of his
presence, and the relentless march of time through the paintings, Hodgson himself
is absent.  His playful deployment of abstract devices refuses the very idea of
development, or the reflection of a life lived, in favour of an exploration of the
medium itself.

There has, however, been change in Hogdson’s work.  A group of paintings from
the 80s in the Arts Council Collection attest to a moment early in his career when
he was exploring figuration.  A consciousness of the danger of creating narrative
content that obscured the painting itself steered the artist away from this and
towards a form of painting that had more to do with what he termed “lightness and
dispersal”. The direction of his enquiry into the medium lead away from even
abstract elements that could carry allusions – spots and stripes for example – and
for a while he made use of decorative devices appropriated from Renaissance
designs as more acceptably meaning-less motifs:  “it had to do with the painting
spreading outside of a confine. And that represented something that appealed to
me – something rambling and not centred.”

This satisfying, somehow rather uplifting show is on for another month, so there is
time to make sure you take it in, on your travels about town.

Caroline Douglas

Director

 

Arcade, 87 Lever Street, London EC1V 3RA. Wednesday – Saturday 12.00 – 18.00
and by appointment. Exhibition continues until 3 March 2018. www.
(http://thisisarcade.art/exhibitions)thisisarcade.art
(http://thisisarcade.art/exhibitions)
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Anchoring each work, the artist’s name and the year of creation are used as
compositional elements of equal weight.  Sometimes the name is split in two, its
meaning broken down to become form alone. Sometimes the date appears twice –
once backwards, perhaps veiled by a thin paint layer, and then again the right
way around.  It’s almost as if the painting were designed for viewers on both sides
of the canvas.  Suddenly the picture plane – instead of resting on a support of
canvas – seems to float as if in space.  For a Janus-faced exhibition, looking
simultaneously backwards and forwards, this is perfect.

Name and date are the most basic elements of art historical knowledge:  who did
this and when?  The ‘when’ is important because one always wants to situate a
work within the arc of an artist’s career; the implicit rationale being that one
assumes progress of some sort is being made.   But the idea that the history of art
represents some kind of qualitative, aesthetic or philosophical forward progress
has been discredited for decades now.  And for all his emphatic assertion of his
presence, and the relentless march of time through the paintings, Hodgson himself
is absent.  His playful deployment of abstract devices refuses the very idea of
development, or the reflection of a life lived, in favour of an exploration of the
medium itself.

There has, however, been change in Hogdson’s work.  A group of paintings from
the 80s in the Arts Council Collection attest to a moment early in his career when
he was exploring figuration.  A consciousness of the danger of creating narrative
content that obscured the painting itself steered the artist away from this and
towards a form of painting that had more to do with what he termed “lightness and
dispersal”. The direction of his enquiry into the medium lead away from even
abstract elements that could carry allusions – spots and stripes for example – and
for a while he made use of decorative devices appropriated from Renaissance
designs as more acceptably meaning-less motifs:  “it had to do with the painting
spreading outside of a confine. And that represented something that appealed to
me – something rambling and not centred.”

This satisfying, somehow rather uplifting show is on for another month, so there is
time to make sure you take it in, on your travels about town.

Caroline Douglas

Director
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Arcade gallery is celebrating its tenth birthday.  We wish them many happy
returns.  Last year, the shifting of the art world’s tectonic plates became abundantly
clear as a slew of small to medium size galleries threw in the towel, in the face of
challenges that, finally, became too great to face down.  Everyone needs to have a
life.  So there is much to celebrate in the resilience of galleries who do not own the
lease on a whole block of prime real estate in three or more global cities around
the world.  Increasingly, there is talk of new models of operating that might side
step the tyranny of the property market and the uncertain economics of art fairs. 
But I digress.

Clive Hodgson is the ideal painter to mark this big anniversary for the gallery. 
Dealing in a form of conceptual abstraction, he has long made the dating and
signing of his paintings the foremost compositional element.  The conceit of the
current show is that before Christmas, the gallery showed paintings all made in
2017, but after the New Year, they rehung with works from a decade earlier, 2008. 
There is a nice – in the sense of precise – game here, with time moving forward but
the view becoming retrospective.

Hodgson’s name – C Hodgson – and the date are the constant elements across a
body of work that adopts differing approaches to abstraction from painting to
painting.  There is all-over scumbling that might reference process painting, or
equally techniques of wall painting from the Roman era.  There are nods to Jasper
Johns in the targets, there is what looks like hard-edged abstraction, there is
biomorphic abstraction.  There are decorative devices, borrowed somewhere
along the way, and swift graphic gestures that look like pure joie de vivre. 
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P. 35-39 : Untitled, encre et aquarelle  
sur papier, 19 x 14 cm chaque, 2017.  
Courtesy de l’artiste et Arcade, Londres. 

Mixing the arts? I’m all for mixing the arts, but I am not  
much of a mixer myself and stick to painting. I find enough  
problems there to keep myself engaged. Some people are  
multi-talented and need to operate across various forms  
and formats, and this is admirable and exciting. Art is always  
mobile, in a state of flux, and if it weren’t it would be very  
dead. For things to become mixed, there must be some separate  
elements to start with. It is interesting to try to figure out what  
these separate elements are, as well as enjoying the idea of  
mixing them. 
Disguising reality? To disguise reality, you’d have to know  
what it is in the first place, and that is far from clear.
Playing or replaying what? The word ‘play’ has connotations  
of childish freedom, but also of give, or movement in a given 
situation. The freedom to explore ideas, to play with ideas,  
to explore the play in ideas, is crucial. A lot of the older art that  
I admire seems to exist, to some extent, out of time. The values  
of a good work of art perhaps transcend the dominant ideologies  
of a period and exist as ever present things to consider, to work  
with, to re-work, to re-play. So, play and re-play are important.
The avant-garde today? The notion of the avant-garde seems  
passé and might be reformulated in non-military terminology.  
Perhaps it is better to think of cultures within cultures. I also  
think that what is radical might be more subtle than the idea  
of a ‘trail-blazer’. I think and hope that what is innovative in art  
is to do with subtlety and complexity of vision and action, hard  
to spot, not easy to grasp, and even becoming evident slowly.  
A market-driven version of ‘progress’ in art, which always  
demands conspicuously new products that are ‘avant-garde’, 
 ‘cutting edge’, etc. is likely to be trivial. 
A final word? I’d rather not have final words and definitive  
notions, but words ideas that lead to openings and new  
perspectives.

Clive Hodgson
Artiste, né en 1953, vit et travaille à Londres,  
www.thisisarcade.art
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Clive Hodgson at Arcade Gallery, London.  
November 16, 2017 - March 3, 2018 
Review by Jonathan Pinn. 
 

 

Figure 1 (Exhibition View, 2017 paintings, Clive Hodgson at Arcade) 

Clive Hodgson’s show at Arcade gallery opened last November as a shopfront of small to medium 
sized paintings made in 2017. This January, as part of its 10th anniversary, the gallery rehung the 
exhibition with Hodgson’s paintings from 2008.  
 
This splitting of the show would seem on face value rather self-serving on the gallery’s behalf and for 
most artists it would hold little value. However, with Hodgson’s pictures where gaseous colours and 
patterned forms are isolated from the world outside the windows of Arcade, signatures and dates are 
promoted from a simple birth certificate, into a formal centrepiece in his work where it is an anchor, 
recognizable and obvious. The curatorial decision to loop backwards in time is narrowly tenable, but 
to its credit is unobtrusive and supportive to the paintings. This exhibition offers a rare opportunity to 
see a small intimate glimpse of Hodgson’s oeuvre, in two shows, back to back and in chronological 
reverse.   
 
In November, the show was adorned with seven of Hodgson’s most recent painterly facades, all 
vibrant and opaque, primary with pinks, polka dot, patterned and distinctly humorous. Then in 
January, noticeably colder paintings, paler and darker in tone, balanced and quietly awkward, with 
edges of black and ambient seas of translucent spongy white replaced the original set.  
 
In the earlier works from 2008, I cannot help but be reminded of L.S. Lowry. Even though a 
figurative painter, his washed out colours and disquiet tension resonates, as ‘Untitled, 2008, 
107x147cm’ (fig.2), seems haunted by one of Lowry’s seascapes. In fact, Hodgson’s work often 
resembles other paintings, or memories of other paintings far easier than anything else does. The way 



in which Hodgson brushes paint on the canvas has a ‘filling in’ quality, as the marks are melancholic 
and contained but imperfectly, similar to Mondrian, who Hodgson admires. His 2008 paintings are 
stylistically closer to 1950’s necktie designs and decorative Roman murals than his more recent 
pictures, which are almost logo-esque and golf wear like. (Fig.1) Hodgson is clearly a refreshing 
colourist and decorator, as his paintings are never novel or gimmicky; or repetitive, but instead 
consistently effective.  
 

Hodgson’s recent 2017 
paintings are often 
orthogonal, squares 
within squares, but these 
paintings resist a solely 
metaphysical reading, as 
these notions remain at 
best tacit. They are more 
‘naive’ and ‘childlike’ 
than his earlier paintings 
and have over time 
become weightless, 
where forms are 
suspended in midair. 
What is remarkable 
about Hodgson’s 
development over the 
nine year gap between 
the two sets of paintings 
is that he manages not to 
fall into the trap of taking 
himself seriously by 

maintaining a feeling of speed and flippancy to the work. There is a bizarre sense of Britishness in the 
pictures, not that the paintings offer anything explicitly nationalistic, whatever that could be, but 
rather the work has characteristics that are familiar. 
 
Unlike the ‘heroism’ and grand gestures of 1950’s New York abstract expressionism, Hodgson’s 
work is less gushing and full of ennui. They seem right at home in Arcade’s demure old shop front, 
passively waiting for attention, politely. The paintings hesitate to say too much, and sometimes feel 
shy and self-deprecating, full of doubt about their ornamental status. His paintings are economical, 
always on the cusp of ‘working/not working’. The thin paint spray, the clearly visible use of a sponge 
and lack-lust splashes, (opposite of that of a Frankenthaler or Hoyland type splash) maintain a 
modesty that has an introverted confidence and a quick wit. Hodgson’s paintings have a correlation to 
other British painters such as Mikey Cuddihy, specifically her decorative ‘shape paintings’, and Geoff 
Rigden. Sue Tompkin’s paintings are more similar to Hodgson’s 2017 work with their flavor and 
formal playfulness with text. However, the nuanced differences between them keep Hodgkin and 
Tompkins distinctly separate. 
 
His signatures are used concretely, sometimes stamped ‘Hodgson’, ‘C. Hodgson’, ‘Chodgson’ and in 
reverse ‘nosgdoH.C’. The date is sometimes as one, ‘2008,’ and sometimes scattered and backward, 
‘8002’ (Fig.3). The dates and signatures are performed without panache or style unlike those of 
Robert Ryman and Giorgio Morandi who also used their signatures formally, and are clearly an 
influence. It feels as if Hodgson does not just adorn his ‘print’ at the end, when finished. His signature 
could quite possibly be his first ‘move’ as the painting builds around it. ‘C.Hodgson, 2008’ (the 
signature and date) is used as constitutive decoration within the paintings, which is ironically what 
they have always been. No other combination of letters and numbers within the field of painting could 
be more conventional and yet so uncharitable in offering a ‘reading’. 

Figure 2 (Untitled, 2008, 107x147cm, oil on canvas) 



 
Hodgson’s paintings are occasionally and 
inaccurately called, ‘abstract’, implying that they are 
‘abstracted’ from something, although they are not. 
Instead they morph and slip just enough from 
recognition to be indifferent to placement and 
representation. His paintings encourage memory and 
sensory associations closer to a kind of synesthesia. 
This ‘pure abstraction’ of form and colour is born in 
his discomfort and resistance to meaning or 
reference, and is echoed with his use of language and 
text.  
 
You could argue that Beckett’s affirmation of the 
impossibility of ‘saying’ is ‘said’ by Hodgson 
eloquently, fluently and repeatedly without ever 
being humdrum or monotonous. The paintings 
unburdened by Hodgson seem free to articulate their 
nature purely and speak of paintings possibilities and 
complexities. Perhaps what American poet, 
Marianne Moore calls a ‘perfect contempt’* is what 
Hodgson holds for painting, a mistrust of its pre-
conceptions, a curiosity of is failures and a sincerity 
that leads him to search for a ‘place for the genuine’.  

 

 

*’I too dislike it’ poem by Marianne Moore. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3(Untitled, 2008, 51x41cm, oil on canvas) 
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by Matthew Pang

CRITICISM ▶ DISPATCHES

The Limits of Viability: Clive Hodgson’s ostensibly failed paintings

Clive Hodgson at Arcade Gallery, London

November 16, 2017 to January 20, 2018

87 Lever Street, London EC1V, thisisarcade.art 

Installation shot, Clive Hodgson at Arcade Gallery, London, first hang of the exhibition under review. All works are untitled, 2008; left to

right: oil on canvas, 107 x 147 cm; acrylic on canvas, 35 x 40 cm; oil on canvas, 109 x 96 cm

Clive Hodgson possesses a comedian’s flair for transposing what is expected for what is not. . Under the terms of either minimalist rigor or lyrical invention, towards both of
which his work nods, his ostensibly failed paintings would appear to be reprehensible, if not cynical. Of course, the idea of intentionally bad or incomplete painting is not new, but
making such work also does not appear to be his overriding aim.

A key work in his show at Arcade, resembling a partially printed silkscreen composed of blue, orange and red rectangles, makes one think of Color Field painting redone by Ikea.
It is a strong example of an unusual and consistent aspect of his work which is the creation of a shallow and ambiguous space in which forms lie neither flat nor have much
autonomy. Unlike Raoul De Keyser, to whom he is sometimes compared, Hodgson is not interested in deep illusionistic space. And similarly, unlike Robert Ryman, who has also
been invoked, he does not restrict himself to the actuality of material accretions. Rather Hodgson’s forms sit unevenly, partially submerged like the flotsam they resemble.

For Hodgson, the familiarity of rectangles as elements of abstract painting is a carapace to be subverted, compelling him to launch a rescue mission into this initial conceit. The
rectangles are transparent, overlapping and partially filled in. Arbitrarily punctuating the painting are green and pink bobbles, one of which is hatched perversely with thin
brushstrokes. This conflation of ornament and abstraction is a disorientating and typical aspect of Hodgson’s painting, through which received notions of autonomy are
substituted with superfluous or illusionistic flourishes. Flourishes, furthermore, that find themselves relieved of any former charges to elaborate or convince.

Resulting from this aggressive abnegation is an enervated world haunted by the potential for symbolism. Concentric rings, a perennial motif for Hodgson, are reprised as an easy
hollow target whose pink periphery holds more allure than its gaping bull’s-eye (centers are often empty in his work). Another painting from 2017 contains a framed pink window
in which hangs a dull, haphazard constellation of torpid discs. This window-like space borders on the illusionistic but any such possibility is undermined by the superimposition
of oversized text and ethereal scrunches of printed blue paint. Often, particularly in works from 2008, the paintings resemble backgrounds to images, rather than images in their
own right. Within these barren sites Hodgson’s light skating touch as well as his unlikely methods of application (bath sponges are not uncommon) suggest low-level activity that
seems to teeter between fruition and dissipation. Icon painting is sometimes recalled but the constituent parts seem salvaged from scraps and trash. Stencils are frequently used

ARTCRITICAL  MAY 2018
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to imply absence of form and flimsy price tags are used as stars. His forms are a shadow version of what might be expected from this or that type of painting. Taken together in a
single work they posit an airless humdrum world lacking in convictions.

Installation shot, Clive Hodgson at Arcade Gallery, London, second hang of the exhibition under review. All works are untitled, 2017; left

to right: acrylic on canvas, 150 x 110 cm; oil on canvas, 60 x 55 cm; acrylic on canvas, 130 x 105 cm

Critical literature on Hodgson often focuses on signatures and dates as painting motifs but these are always subservient to an overriding aim of subversion. Often wispy, his
moniker is more speculative than Ryman’s while its use is more varied than the overtly signed paintings by many of his contemporaries. For Hodgson, it is not quite an ironic
addition nor is it, as in Josh Smith’s case, a painterly motif to be emptied through repetition. Rather, it acts as a flexible foil, responsive to and altered by whichever environment it
finds itself in. Some of the recent works sees it integrated within the other elements suggesting that it is another instance of intentional insipidness. Sometimes it is upended or
reversed, conflating the artist’s identity with flippant gesture. In the paintings from 2008, name and date are often isolated in a ruled or masked off section, sanctioning what
happens elsewhere while maintaining a wary distance.

The Arcade show was presented in two parts: in the early days of the new year, recent works were switched for paintings from 2008 in order to mark the gallery’s tenth
anniversary. This changeover allowed for an examination of the artist’s development, albeit between arbitrary points. It would be interesting to see a wider range of these signed
paintings and particularly so to see the seldom exhibited figurative works which have sometimes been produced alongside them. The recent paintings are in a higher color key
and are more open and emphatic in gesture. Perhaps the most significant difference between the groups on show is the complete lack of revision in the recent works suggesting
an editing process subsequent to the work’s completion.

Hodgson’s predecessors are painters who value economy and who speculate recklessly upon established pictorial concerns, testing the limits of their viability. Roger Hilton’s
brash contrapuntal semi-figurations are one example and Francis Picabia’s transparencies. which mimic but then repudiate religious imagery, are another. Like Hodgson, both
these artists are uncertain of their ends and embrace painterly and imagistic contingency as a means towards their work’s determination. Hodgson’s painting method is additive
and the clarity and improbability of each decision in relation to the last is where his work succeeds or truly fails.
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Methods of Evasion: RM Fischer and Clive Hodgson

 (https://fadmagazine.com/wp-

content/uploads/FISCHER_Installation-view_2017_08.jpeg)

Installation view, R.M. Fischer: SCULPTURE, Southard Reid, London, UK, 16 November – 20 December 2017. Courtesy The Artist and Southard

Reid. Photo credit: Mark Blower
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Clive Hodgson: installation shot

Two excellent shows opening recently show contrasting approaches to the artist identifying self with work. At Southard Reid

(http://www.southardreid.com/)(to 20 Dec) R.M. Fischer has adopted an art name in a bid to distance his artist self from his personal self: he says

the initials don’t stand for anything. RM is known for his 1980’s sculpture which makes lamps from kitchen appliances, referencing industrial and

design tropes in a way which has translated well into public sculpture. His more private recent work creates an appropriately democratic cast of

characters who emerge out of apparently abstract conjunctions of bits and pieces of hardware he’s had around for decades, with the soft

additions of vinyl and fabric sewn together with a characterfully crude stitch. Each has just an RMF number as title, leaving us to decide which are

playful, which troubled. At Arcade (http://arcade!nearts.com/) (to Dec 16) Clive Hodgson is up front: his abstract paintings foreground his name

and the year of composition, slyly declaring the ongoing existence of the artist, On Kawara style, and providing the most prominent recurrent

motif in his work. He says he can be ‘more modest’ – as in one example in which spray paint almost covers the ‘C.Hodgson’. Clive uses a lot of

spray, which he attributes not to a misspent youth but to a reluctance to touch the picture – neatly undermining the very involvement of the

artist’s hand which the signature is traditionally meant to assert. So maybe both artists are evading the personality cult in the process of

developing a distinctive personal language.
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The title of Clive Hodgson’s recent exhibition “Signed Paintings” was doubly significant: On the one
hand, all the works were literally marked by the painter with his name, and on the other, as in the work of
Robert Ryman, Hodgson’s moniker here became simultaneously a decorative emblem, a formal
element, and a mark of authorization. In the 
late 1980s, having decided that viewers were not seeing his paintings as such but instead interpreting
the actions of his depicted figures, Hodgson abandoned the figuration for which he was gaining renown
and returned to abstraction. His works are neither entirely nonobjective nor nonrepresentational in the
traditional sense, however; they play with decorative motifs and other pictorial elements. But they
eschew narrative and, seemingly, content or even purpose. In this exhibition, for example, curated by
the Scottish painter Carol Rhodes at the project space she runs with fellow painter Merlin James, the
painting Untitled, 2012, seemed to depict a flower or feathery pink, blue, and white rosette on a central
axis, with the artist’s name—c. hodgson—inscribed in a circle above it. Yet this representation is
ambiguous; the stem of the flower could also be an arrow pointing downward. These few elements all
float on a gray washy field, the centralized nature of the composition denying any dynamism. In the end,
this is neither still life nor a conceptual statement. Only the artist’s name offers any semblance of
declarative certainty.

Speaking of such works, Hodgson says, “I have always been attracted to the rampant vacuity of
decorative painting and its contiguity with the world of ideas and sense. The decorative offers a potential
for blankness, a counterpoint of unfathomable effects, to set against meaning, narrative and sense.”
These “unfathomable effects” include decorative curves, geometric shapes, and architectural
ornaments, as well as names, dates, and arrows. Their use creates the sense of wavering ambiguity, of
an interruption of meaning, that is the trait of Hodgson’s best work.

This quality of doubt is not restricted to Hodgson’s subject matter. His surfaces and painterly gestures
also seem to test painting itself, as if to ask what, most fundamentally, constitutes a painting. Splatters,
dabs, and painterly touches appear casually brushed on, and this sense of ease fosters an impression
of dilettantish experiment. His diffident strokes and bubbly gray washes recall the work of Raoul De
Keyser. But where the Belgian artist took anecdotal inspiration from the world around him, Hodgson
uses the artifice exemplified by these motifs as a starting point; anecdote is not an external reference
but a result of the activity of paint and mark-making. In a small, untitled violet-gray work, his name is
signed boldly in purple across the middle, with the year 2010 below and WEDNESDAY scratched faintly
next to it. A wavy brushstroke creates a swaglike effect of little semicircles all along the four edges;
Hodgson has filled in a few of these lunettes, thus transforming the negative shapes into positive.
Though subtle, this is a major event in the spare painting. With so little incident, a tension arises
between the name, the date, and the shape created by the painter’s gesture. The work seems entirely
existential, in that it is declarative of existence—both the artist’s and the work’s. Assembling paintings
from the medium’s most basic elements in this moment of the expanded field, Hodgson opens a space
for unspecific but powerful resonances.

—Sherman Sam

Clive Hodgson
42 CARLTON PLACE

Clive Hodgson, untitled,
2010, oil on canvas, 10 x
14".
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late 1980s, having decided that viewers were not seeing his paintings as such but instead interpreting
the actions of his depicted figures, Hodgson abandoned the figuration for which he was gaining renown
and returned to abstraction. His works are neither entirely nonobjective nor nonrepresentational in the
traditional sense, however; they play with decorative motifs and other pictorial elements. But they
eschew narrative and, seemingly, content or even purpose. In this exhibition, for example, curated by
the Scottish painter Carol Rhodes at the project space she runs with fellow painter Merlin James, the
painting Untitled, 2012, seemed to depict a flower or feathery pink, blue, and white rosette on a central
axis, with the artist’s name—c. hodgson—inscribed in a circle above it. Yet this representation is
ambiguous; the stem of the flower could also be an arrow pointing downward. These few elements all
float on a gray washy field, the centralized nature of the composition denying any dynamism. In the end,
this is neither still life nor a conceptual statement. Only the artist’s name offers any semblance of
declarative certainty.

Speaking of such works, Hodgson says, “I have always been attracted to the rampant vacuity of
decorative painting and its contiguity with the world of ideas and sense. The decorative offers a potential
for blankness, a counterpoint of unfathomable effects, to set against meaning, narrative and sense.”
These “unfathomable effects” include decorative curves, geometric shapes, and architectural
ornaments, as well as names, dates, and arrows. Their use creates the sense of wavering ambiguity, of
an interruption of meaning, that is the trait of Hodgson’s best work.

This quality of doubt is not restricted to Hodgson’s subject matter. His surfaces and painterly gestures
also seem to test painting itself, as if to ask what, most fundamentally, constitutes a painting. Splatters,
dabs, and painterly touches appear casually brushed on, and this sense of ease fosters an impression
of dilettantish experiment. His diffident strokes and bubbly gray washes recall the work of Raoul De
Keyser. But where the Belgian artist took anecdotal inspiration from the world around him, Hodgson
uses the artifice exemplified by these motifs as a starting point; anecdote is not an external reference
but a result of the activity of paint and mark-making. In a small, untitled violet-gray work, his name is
signed boldly in purple across the middle, with the year 2010 below and WEDNESDAY scratched faintly
next to it. A wavy brushstroke creates a swaglike effect of little semicircles all along the four edges;
Hodgson has filled in a few of these lunettes, thus transforming the negative shapes into positive.
Though subtle, this is a major event in the spare painting. With so little incident, a tension arises
between the name, the date, and the shape created by the painter’s gesture. The work seems entirely
existential, in that it is declarative of existence—both the artist’s and the work’s. Assembling paintings
from the medium’s most basic elements in this moment of the expanded field, Hodgson opens a space
for unspecific but powerful resonances.

—Sherman Sam

Clive Hodgson
42 CARLTON PLACE

Clive Hodgson, untitled,
2010, oil on canvas, 10 x
14".
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Interview with Clive Hodgson

"I take notice of things in the world but there is no direct intended correspondence between things in 
these paintings and specific things I see, such as my cat."

British artist Clive Hodgson started as an abstract painter, switched to figuration, then turned back 
to abstraction; now he makes paintings within which he takes up ideas about painting itself. Giulia 
Ponzano interviews him about his work, which will be on view during GRANPALAZZO 2017 (May 27th 
and 28th), the exhibition-fair organised at Palazzo Chigi of Ariccia in Rome.

ATP: Can you say something about the structures, motifs, patterns and general ‘content’ in your works? 
Are these irregular and simple structures seeking freedom from limitations and formulae? Is there a 
relation between the abstraction and things seen in the world?

Clive Hodgson: The ‘imagery’, if that is what it is, is derived largely from what is, historically speaking, 
the relatively recent and continuing tradition of abstract painting, but also from all sorts of decorative 
painting and painted patterns and effects that one sees way back in history. I love Roman painting for 
example, for its pleasure in pattern, decoration and depiction and for its anarchic interlacing of these 
aspects. I take notice of things in the world but there is no direct intended correspondence between 
things in these paintings and specific things I see, such as my cat.

ATP: All your works are ‘Untitled’; unpredictable, apparently meaningless things, which refuse any 
form of narration and lack gravity and weight – can these be read also as gesture of political negation 
and act of refusal, counter reaction of the heavy socio-political situation we are going through?

CH: I do prefer the idea of lightness to weight. The problem with meanings and narrative is that they 
give the painting a clear job to do, which I don’t like. This may be a refusal on my part, as you say, 
but the impulse is constructive and involves a kind of ludic juggling of elements whose status and 
relationships are very variable. If all of this is forced into a kind of instrumentalism and reason, there 
is a loss. The latitude, the freedom, the uncertainty, is important.

ATP: Can your paintings be considered self-portraits or more as windows to the world?
CH: I think of painting more as its own rather introverted world, which offers me a degree of freedom 
and pleasure. The pleasure (and pain, depression, anxiety, etc.!) lies in exploring and manifesting what 
seems valuable in this painted world. I don’t assume that this has relevance for somebody else. The 
trail of paintings left behind may be some sort of indication of a ‘self’ but it’s a self I’m happy not to 



know too well.

ATP: Your works seemingly invoke a dry and charming British humour – How directly has the visual 
experience of the place you live in affected your work? Have you always been based in London?

CH: I try to see a lot of art, and I value and appreciate the public collections of art in London. The 
availability of so much art (mostly free!) is very important to me, and also a pleasure. I like almost 
everything about the city except the pollution and cars – it is time to change that. The contemporary 
art scene has grown enormously during my time here (ages) and I am glad it is here, though my 
instinct is to be suspicious of and dislike almost everything. I work on this problem of suspicion and 
dislike and I am seeking a long-term cure.

ATP: Your signature is always accompanied by another pictorial element, the year – a rational, precise 
and consistent value in contrast with the other shapes, grids, lines and strokes floating in the canvas. 
Is the presence of time a statement or, instead, the subversion of its own meaning?

CH: I guess it is right that the repetition of certain elements, such as name and date, gives a sense of 
an ongoing process, with the implication of a past and a future? and a relation between the separate 
paintings. The name and date are (very conventional) elements in the painting: as you say, pictorial 
elements. Are they pictorial? I don’t know, they seem to be both part of the painting and also not part 
of it, but they are certainly painted letters and numbers. Numbers and letters exist in the paintings in 
a way that they don’t in a diary for example, where the numbers are printed. The significance of this is 
not clear to me. I am aware of time passing – I am running out of it. If I can subvert its meaning, I will.
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Untitled (2014 ) by Clive Hodgson 
 

 
 
 
Clive Hodgson’s Untitled (2014) does not so much seem doomed to failure as a failure 
already doomed. Its palette is institutional but lightweight, gesture is eschewed in favour of 
uninflected yet capricious flatness and areas are sponged on pathetically. Composition does 
not seem a suitable term for its offhand, bisymmetrical organisation. Yet though, and 
perhaps because, it operates in such unlikely territory it manages by restless invention and 
pith to launch a rescue mission into itself. It bristles with a perplexing range of 
contradictions.   
 
Although his attitude and facture are sometimes liked to Raoul De Keyser, Hodgson’s faux 
diffidence is more insular - his vision displays a tighter focus and virtuosity is given freer 
reign. Due to his use of the signature as a formal element, as well as an identifying mark, 
comparisons are also drawn with Robert Ryman but Hodgson’s often wispy moniker seems 
more speculative - it affirms less. On Kawara, too, is sometimes cited but while he may 
confront the viewer with similar conundrums his use as an aid to understanding Hodgson’s 
work is limited. Hodgson’s works are assuredly paintings - interested in, though skeptical of, 
what that might mean. Examination in this light is where one may uncover a reason for their 
elusive draw.  
 
The painting on view in Kingsgate Projects provides an ample, albeit singular, opportunity 
for such an examination. Though seeming to operate within the parameters set-up by its 
symmetrical composition the limiting of choice which this should incur is continually tested 
and reassessed. Through its inconsistences and near-whimsy the work does not conform to 
the diagrammatic space suitable for proposing symbols yet nor do the divergences admitted 
ever quite become incidents of focus to offer a foil for the restrictions in place. Symmetry is 
used, rather, to defeat itself – to set up, to compare and, eventually, to refute whatever any 
given element proposes. Proffering multiple readings while developing none, meaning is 
unable to transcend means nor means quite displace meaning. This sustained undermining 
of what should be and what is not results in another type of logic – self-consistent but fickle. 
The painting constantly brings us back to itself and, ultimately, to ourselves as viewers. If, no 
matter how obliquely, a picture offers a way of understanding the world then Hodgson’s 
work cuts off the rungs as one begins to climb up the ladder.  
 
Tellingly the signature and date are the only marks to be reiterated. Despite their central 
placement they exude a puzzling lack of assertion. Circled as well as underlined the 
insecurity which this suggests is complicated by the subtleties of opacity and transparency 
in which they are rendered. Privilege allows exposure to scrutiny - their reinforcement 
seems only to emphasise their slightness. What can the incisive but flippant cursive really 
say about an entire year or indeed about the work’s author? Then again, what can a 
painting actually tell us about anything? Perhaps it is only their central placement which 
awards consequence to what would otherwise be incidental. If that is the case it seems that 
little respite is to be gained from seeing the frivolous border as significant. Unsettlingly the 
incidental and the intentional are conflated. The work’s achievement lies in its ability to 
question and to speculate upon its very being as a painting while simultaneously retaining a 
sense of wonderment and, by its sheer vivacity, optimism.  
 
Tape and rules are used to define edges and to form lines but the deployment of their use is 
too watchful and puzzled to ever quite become perfunctory. Masked areas bleed and ruled 
lines reinforce areas without ever quite isolating them. Perversely there is something more 
tool-like and impersonal in the terse wit of the brushed marks. Here repetition is unalloyed 
by difference. In the white and pink dabs of the borders, each mark is just as unique as the 
next. Hierarchy is negated in favour of a pointlessly individualised pattern. 



 
Contingency finds favour over manipulation in the sponging on of the acid-blank, poster-
paint pink and blue but control is not relinquished to the extent which such a method might 
suggest. The rings which form are completed to differing degrees, each determined by the 
other compositional elements in play. Anonymous and institutional as they might be the 
colours are wonderfully keyed in to the lilac grey ground which stretches flatly matte in the 
centre but never quite keeps its promise to meet the edge. Countering seamlessly the 
painting presents only itself – an actuality where blankness is confronted. Intention 
succeeds because, not in spite, of chance. 
 
Cezanne’s diagonal strokes are insipidly mirrored in the wet, slanted scratches of grey. 
Searching aimlessly, sensation is repurposed as surface design. The slight sparkle which 
emanates seems only to emphasise the inert quality present in the rest of the painting.  
Finally, one notices the wavy pink and orange marks. Without counterpart they are to the 
whole what the mismatched halves are to each other – troublingly contradictory, and yet, 
not without humour. They seem to float just beneath the surface. Space is not flat, only 
shallow.  
 
Matthew Pang 
London, June 2016  
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“Coming Apart as Much as Coming Together”: A Conversation with Clive Hodgson

On the eve of his debut US solo exhibition at White Columns, New York, Hodgson talks in his East London studio with fellow artist SHERMAN SAM, artcritical’s London Editor.

March 4 to April 19, 2014
320 West 13th Street at Horatio Street
New York City, 212 924 4212

Clive Hodgson, Untitled, 2010. Oil on canvas, 10 x 14 inches. Courtesy of the Artist and White Columns

Sherman Sam: So you were actually a successful figurative painter to start with. When did you change your work?

Clive Hodgson: Well, I made those paintings until 1989 or something. It’s a very long time ago. I did them because when I left art school I wasn’t sure that I’d done certain things
I was curious about, so I made those figurative paintings because I was curious to find out if it was possible to make those kind of genre paintings that operated on a small scale.
To me they were a formal experiment…

But you were successful though. Doesn’t the Arts Council own some of that work?

I think if I could get it back I would destroy it. It became a burden because you can’t get involved with that work without becoming involved with some kind of narrative about
what the people were doing.

So you were painting pictures of people doing things?

Exactly.

What was the genre you were painting?

They were a bit like characters out of Dickens. Greedy people, people fighting, people being disgusting, self-indulgent.. They were more like Dutch tavern scenes. But what I was
really doing was playing with arrangements of things.

Like you do now.

Yeah. Circles of people, people in a line, people bending over. What I think is interesting now is that the background often contained stripey things, or patterns, or elements that
since appear in their own right.
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Clive Hodgson, Untitled, 2013. Oil on canvas, 84 x 60 inches. Courtesy of the Artist and White
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So when did you stop painting figuratively?

I did a whole load of these “tavern-like” people and I thought that it was too grim, so I did a series of paintings of bathers that were ridiculously idyllic, and even a bit gay for
some reason. The gallery I was going to show them in went bust, so they got mothballed and then I felt as though that was definitely the end of the line.  I couldn’t sustain that. I
was curious about other things. So, in fact, I reverted to making abstract paintings.
Also, I did those figurative paintings at a time when Mrs Thatcher was in power. I felt that the social situation was bad. I went to see a big show of Schnabel at Whitechapel and
saw Gilbert and George’s work at the Tate, and I remember thinking that there isn’t any point in competing with anything like Schnabel, that I wouldn’t go there. I formulated for
myself this idea of small-scale painting, which had very different values. At the heart of that figuration there were some good ideas that did something, but – I think – there was
the danger of being seduced by completely stupid ideas about what people are doing, who they are, where they are etc. that was way off target.

So you made abstract paintings before you made figurative paintings! Presumably then you

made abstract paintings when you were in art school.

Early on, yeah.

Wow. And what were they like?

Pretty much like the ones I do now [laughs] Some of them were loose hanging pieces with a lot of
painted surfaces. They didn’t have content in a way, they were just objects that were painted or had
very simple division and that’s something that’s recurred for sure. But the first abstract paintings that
I resumed with were of spots and stripes, in a pattern-like mode.

Was there a reason for this or was it where the instinct took you?

The bathers were some attempt to make something much lighter in spirit and form. But the spot
things was a way to make something with very little reference to mass.  Something very light, and
something dispersed.

Was there an allusion to any formal concept or something, in the way, for example, Bridget

Riley alludes to nature?

No. That would be repellent. Things that look like something would bother me.

Yes, I feel the same way about my work. I think if I wanted it to look like nature, I would have

done nature. But your earlier [abstract] paintings were not straightforward geometric

abstraction then?

They had a lot to do simply with patterns, lattices, stripes, spots, and often they were done serially.
There were groups of five or seven, say. I made for example a large object, which formed a ring, in which the colors could go in any order.

How did you come from there to what you paint now? It was quite a long time right?

I’m afraid it’s been a long time, yeah. To go from there to where I am now is probably to do with exploring different manifestations of this idea of lightness and dispersal. So after
the geometry and the spots and the repetitions, or series of paintings with spots with different colorings, like variations on a theme, I started to do things that were deliberately
ornamental. And to do with symmetry.  I was using some borrowed motifs from Renaissance art, or earlier. Again they had a kind of structure that was basically coming apart as
much as they were coming together.

So was it the idea of choosing something minor from a visual language and making it the focus?

Yes, but its also that I’d been interested in decorative things.

“Decorative things” as in when someone collects door handles or as in a type of representation?

The decorative thing I saw as being painting, existing in a real and vivid form precisely because it is outside of traditional painting – that is formal painting, easel painting,
paintings confined by a stretcher and canvas. So there would be decorative painting on walls, like marbling or patterns, and on furniture…. All of that attracted me, and it had to
do with the painting spreading outside of a confine. And that represented something that appealed to me – something rambling and not centred.

Sounds like 1970s French philosophy.

A rambling thought..less-ness

Full of puns.

But it was also about using a motif that wasn’t too freighted with meaning. Even circles and stripes seem to resonate with certain bits of symbolism. One can’t really escape that,
but some of the decorative, ornamental work I saw and made seemed to point towards an area of playfulness and to something that refused meaning.



Why is it important to you to make painting that refuses meaning?

It’s a very difficult thing to explain.

Well, did you have a program where you wanted to do these “meaningless things” or was there a moment when these representational things didn’t work?  And you

just thought, I’ll go with painting that, then it led somewhere and then you were eventually painting these things?

It was more deliberate than that. I got sick of the “meanings” in the figurative paintings for sure, where narratives seem to get in the way of an encounter with the painting itself. I
think that of course it is possible that they go together, there is a whole art history where they could go together.

Let’s come back to the point when you made this decision.

At some point painting becomes more articulate in its own right because it becomes isolated from carrying messages, so the ornament thing is familiar but it carries no message.
Things easily seem to get too symbolic or have very strong geometric connotations, for example in a Euclidian way or a Platonic way, and then it begins to seem like symbolism
again. I was looking for where the painting seemed real to me in the way that decorative painting seemed real. Something begins to happen because there aren’t any points of
reference for meanings.

It’s like the eerie experience  of seeing cave paintings in places like Lascaux, where an animal is scraped into the curve of the wall but unlike a lot of representational

painting where you always see the representation, rather than the object of the representation.

I’ve tried often enough to making a painting where there is a representation and also it operates as a painting that satisfies me.

Like those still-lifes you were painting last year.

Exactly. Whether or not it succeeds is open to question, but the question again is quite deliberate. I was curious to know if I could put something back in there and allow the
painting to be something that I felt was operating at another level.

But that’s like having two genres instead of one….say, for example, a group of people having a picnic in a landscape. So there are portraits, landscapes and still-lifes..

as in Manet’s Déjeuner sur l’herbe.

I was curious as to whether I could put back various elements into an image, but that is like going back to the question that came up with the figures in the first place. I’m not
convinced that it’s a sensible thing to do at all.

Making paintings or making abstractions?

The still-lifes.

Could they be landscapes then?

I don’t see why not, or portraits.

But what strikes me is that your most interestingly bad paintings are the ones that are not still still-lifes as such but they representations of still-lifes. They look

sketchy…[laughs]

God, why are we talking about the still-lifes?

Because you were thinking that you were going to devote a year to them, so they must be worth something to you.

What you’ve just said has something of the truth in it – that they are paintings about paintings of still-lifes. So they’re not just about the still-lifes. There is a double layer to it.

But I think that’s what your paintings are, they are paintings of paintings.

The abstract paintings do this too. I think they refer to abstractions in a similar way.

But not ironically. They still want to be paintings, rather than philosophical discussions about the nature of painting.

They do want to be paintings. I’m in favour of making some thing confrontational, which may sound absurd considering what I do, but something that has got some difficulty in it,
both for me and for other people. The still-lifes are difficult, presumably, for people who think I’m an idiot for doing them.

Isn’that just the nature of making serious paintings today? We live in a time when things are getting easier and easier to consume.

Recently, after several years of making paintings with my name in, which some people found very annoying, these  paintings gradually got quite empty of anything except the
name, and seemed a bit, in a way, nihilistic.

Why is that, do you think?



Clive Hodgson, Untitled, 2013. Oil on canvas, 72 x 53 inches. Courtesy of the Artist and White
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Well, the danger is that it seems a bit maudlin… in the way that there can be a sentimentality about poor old Clive painting these sad paintings. Following those relatively “empty”
ones, I questioned again the idea of putting something else in, and there was a question in my mind about whether that was a concession,  to allow people to have something to
relate to, to be less solipsistic.

Yeah, exactly, Ryman was there first, 1955 or whenever.

But that doesn’t make the work nihilistic.

No, for me it was the coupling of a kind of emptiness with the rest of the painting.

Well Ryman’s paintings are a bit more aestheticized than yours. Or perhaps we’ve had more

years to digest them.  Maybe you have no taste? Well, not no taste but… there is a deliberately

shoddy surface.

Deliberately shoddy?

Raoul de Keyser has that look.

That’s very difficult to place… umm I don’t know about that. I make them quite carefully, it seems to
me.

In your generation, you were quite well trained presumably?

Yes. But I guess I want them to include a moment of impulse. So there is a feeling of some moment of
attack.  Or perhaps of a jump.

In the time I’ve known you, the quality I find most consistent in your work and in you personally

is the quality of doubt. You  question what you do a lot, but we also find that quality in your

work. How they are made, their scale, makes us question the status of your painting.

I find that I can only work with an idea for a certain period. I can work on a certain number of paintings
till something rises up within me that says, if this has got such and such quality, what would happen if

it did not have that quality? So there is a reaction and counter reaction always. It’s quite difficult in terms of continuity, if people want continuity, because it makes me react
against my own work. And often I want to destroy it and indeed do destroy it. So in that sense I am skeptical of what it achieves and I’m skeptical of the ideas I work with, and
I’m not certain they have any value. But maybe I don’t even want to be certain that it has value?

Do you think the work you make has value in our current visual culture? Do you think your work is contemporary?

Well, I worry about it seeming like the work of somebody who’s obsessed with steam engines or someone who likes to fix up old things. Painting is probably a less significant art
form now, and I am specifically interested in painting. But I also think that one makes work partly because of the context – to some extent you are for it or against it. So the scale
of work, the nature of work, my interest in its hand-craftedness, the nature of it being slightly unpredictable, I think that is to some extent, in some small way, a reaction against
certain currents of the contemporary art world. Even to a certain extent politically so. But having said that I would like to keep finding always some way of dealing with actual,
lived experience .  We’re each of us in our own little time zone, and it’s different from the Fifities, different the Eighties, from the 2000s even.

I think if you were the same person as an adult in the Fifties you probably wouldn’t be able to make what you make now.

Yes, that’s right, I would be reacting against or for things of that period. But it’s very difficult to map out what is for or against. I think time will reveal what is contemporary. Or not
so much what’s contemporary as what has insight into a particular moment in time.

Clive Hodgson, Untitled, 2010. Oil on canvas, 16 x 12 inches. Courtesy of the

Artist and White Columns


